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**767287X** THE BIG BOOK OF CELEBRITY AUTOPSIES. Ed. by Kevin Vranic. From J.F.K. to Marilyn, here are the morbid, medical, and mysterious facts behind the most famous celebrity deaths. These autopsy reports, often filled with medical terminology and diagrams of the bodies we knew so well from the big screen, offer an insight into the nature of death itself. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**460783X** RECKLESS: The Racehorse Who Became a Marine Corps Hero. By Tom Clavin. From the racetracks of Seoul to the battlefields of the Korean War, Reckless was a horse whose strength, and spirit made her a hero among a regiment of U.S. Marines fighting for their lives on the front lines. This is the unlikely story of a racehorse who truly became a war hero. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

**6802176** STARTING YOUR CAREER AS A CONTRACTOR. By Claudia Fatu. Thoughly breaks down the ins and outs of turning contracting skills into a business. From summoning the motivation to start to the intricacies of being your own boss, Fatu turns his own experiences and those of other contractors into advice on every aspect of starting and building a business. 205 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**6909434** THE GLASS UNIVERSE: How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the Stars. By Dava Sobel. Elegantly written and enriched by excerpts from letters, diaries, and memoirs, this volume is the hidden diaries, and memoirs, this volume is the hidden Measure of the Stars.

**6813437** OUTDOOR LIFE HOW TO SURVIVE OFF THE GRID. With Tim MacWelch. Filled with hundreds of hands-on tips for totally off-the-grid living- or if you’re not quite ready to leave civilization yet, for turning any home into a sustainable haven. Separated into three sections: Get There; Live There; and Survive There. Well illus. in color. 215 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $15.00

**★ DVD 5665824 MARTY STOUFFER’S WILD AMERICA THE ONE-HOUR SPECIALS 9-12.** Packed with the most deadly, the most beautiful, and the most interesting footage of wild animals ever captured on Stouffer’s fascinating nature program favorite. He shares his favorite moments in four special episodes: Wild Wings; Amazing Legends; Deadly Beauty; and Marty’s World. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Topics Entertainment. $5.95

**4622235** BRITISH ENGLISH A TO ZED: A Definitive Guide to the Queen’s English. By Norman W. Schur. For readers, travelers, and Anglophiles everywhere, this authoritative resource will answer all questions you may have about British English. There are more than 5,500 British terms and their American equivalents, each accompanied by histories and examples. 466 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6921833** BECOMING WHOLE: Jung’s Equation for Realizing God. By Leslie Stein. Tracing the roots of Jung’s research back to his influences in the world of the Kabbalah and Sufi mysticism, and grounding the more esoteric philosophy toward the modern sense of identity, the author has produced both a rigorous work of scholarship on a major figure and a guide that challenges readers to reflect on our own truths. 313 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**5586388** LEADERSHIP AND TRAINING FOR THE FIGHT: Using Special Operations Principles to Succeed in Law Enforcement, Business, and War. By Paul R. Howe. A frank and compelling discussion of leadership both on and off the battlefield, this guide synthesizes practical skills with the combat mindset and mental discipline necessary to lead. Howe provides eyewitness accounts of several mission successes and failures. 420 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

---

**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

**Earth Science**

6867758 INTO THE HEART OF OUR WORLD: A Journey to the Center of the Earth—A Remarkable Voyage of Scientific Discovery. By David Whitehouse. An enthralling and extraordinary adventure vividly charting the mysteries of the deep Earth, the history of our planet, and the latest discoveries about its inner core. 16 pages of photos. 270 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

*SOLD OUT*


★ 3509339 JEWELS OF THE EARLY EARTH: Minerals and Fossils of the Precambrian. By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Over 650 vivid color photographs reveal the geo-collectible fossils and minerals associated with the first two billion years of Earth’s history. Every page is an engaging tour of the geology of shield areas and their associated rocks and minerals. Also examined are pegmatite and pegmatite minerals. Early minerals and rocks associated with the formation of the earth’s atmosphere are also revealed, as well as some of the oldest fossils. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99. $21.95

★ 337806X METEORITES. By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Over 500 full-color images and engaging text provide insight into these interesting collectibles from out of this world. These rocks fall tales to those who know how to read them of nebula, novas, supernovas, red giants, and impacting celestial bodies. Readers can explore metallic, stony-iron, and stony meteorites, meteorite falls, Northwest Africa meteorites. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $31.11. $21.95

★ 5925886 PLANET EARTH: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By David Baker. Explains the physical world in which we live by first setting Earth within the context of the planetary system which orbits the Sun. Baker explores the reason why the atmosphere has changed over time in response to the evolutionary progress of increasingly advanced life forms, and examines why the origin of plants and the first trees re-set the atmospheric clocks and began to transform Earth for ever. Fully illus., most in color. 221 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95


**Environment & Ecology**

6889282 PLASTIC PURGE. By Michael SanClemente. Presents up to date and scientifically backed information to explain the harm that plastics can have on you and your loved ones. Also provides easy to follow advice for how to use less plastic and thereby reap benefits like a healthier diet and far less clutter. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $3.95

★ 6572456 SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD. By the year 2100, many scientists believe that the Earth’s average temperature could rise by as much as six degrees Celsius. In this compelling investigation, National Geographic leads a degree-by-degree journey to explore what each rising degree could mean for the future of our people and planet. Narrated by Alec Baldwin. English SDH. 90 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

6865798 JUNKYARD PLANET: Travels in the Billion-Dollar Trash Trade. By Adam Minter. Illuminates the $500-billion industry that transforms garbage into gold–while also transforming our economy and environment. With unmatched access to and knowledge of the junk trade, Minter explores how America’s recyclables translate to massive profits for China and other rising nations. 284 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $9.99

6979721 PRECYCLE! By Paul Peacock. Take a trip down the supermarket aisles and discover how you can make at home the items you find on the shelves for a fraction of the cost. Butter, baked beans, cheese, bacon, beer, detergent, shampoo, furniture polish, and lots more! 224 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

6936482 KEEPERS OF THE TREES: A Guide to Re-Greening North America. By Ann Linnea. These stories of conservation, healing, and advocacy will inspire conservationists, students, activists, and nature lovers everywhere. Each of these fourteen people reveal the inspiration and organization behind their advocacy and how their lives have come to be shaped by the forests they are fighting to preserve. Illus. in color. 260 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. $15.95

6907229 SILENT SPRING, FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Rachel Carson. The eloquent landmark work which was instrumental in launching the environmental movement and inspired her courageous and pioneering assault on the potential hazards of pesticides, especially DDT. Includes a penetrating introduction by former Vice President Al Gore. 378 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95
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**695788 LIVING IN THE ANTHROPOCENE: Earth in the Age of Humans.** Ed. by W.J. Kress & J.K. Sline. Explores the causes and implications of the Anthropocene, or Age of Humanity, that has transformed multiple points of view including anthropological, scientific, social, artistic, and economic. Discusses environmental and biological systems that are viewed as having been shaped by traits of the Anthropocene; and how societies are responding to these changes. Color photos. 198 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**689624 JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE.** By B.T. Swinme & M.E. Tucker. An epic story of the emergence of the universe and of the community of life, with a new vision for our place in the Earth Community. This study transforms how we understand our origins and envision our future. 175 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.00

**693461 EXTREME EARTH.** By Michael Martin. The results of Martin’s years of research, travel, and photography are now collected in this exceptional volume, which reflects his high standards of reportage with scientifically exact maps and texts that accompany stunning photos and offer insightful environmental analysis. 446 pages. Abrams. 11¾x14. Pub. at $85.00

**693143 AMITY AND PROSPERITY: One Family and the Fracturing of America.** By Eliza Griswold. This true account takes us to impoverished Amyby, Arkansas, where oil was discovered, and Stacey Henry initially welcomed the cash brought with it. When humans began to die, and alarmed by her children’s illnesses, Henry joins with neighbors and a committed husband and wife legal team to uncover corporate wrongdoing.

**681109 TRESPASSING ACROSS AMERICA.** By Ken Ilgunas. 16 pages of color photos. 267 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00


**6849970 WATER IN PLAIN SIGHT: Hope for a Thirsty World.** By Paul A. LaViolette. Using extensive declassified material, NASA oral histories and hundreds of jaw-dropping discoveries, wondrous reveals, and the Astronauts Who Flew to the Moon. Miller’s eye-opening, comprehensive, and hugely entertaining guide to the contemporary search for life in the universe. Miller covers it all, from the beginnings of life on Earth to the very latest in our search for extraterrestrials. 294 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $19.95

**6877144 4TH ROCK FROM THE SUN: The Story of Mars.** By Nicky Jenner. What is it about Mars that makes it so intriguing? Here Jenner reviews Mars in its entirety, exploring its nature, attributes, potential as a human colony and impact on 3rd Rock from the Sun. The Red Planet photo. 272 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00

**6975151 THE UNIVERSE.** Ed. by John Brockman. The contributors—many pioneering theoretical physicists and cosmologists including Alan Guth and Andre Linde—provide an extraordinary picture of cosmology as it has developed over the past three decades. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**6772013 DECODING THE MESSAGE OF THE PULSARS.** By Paul A. LaViolette. Using extensive scientific data to corroborate his theory, the author shows that pulsars are distributed in the sky in a nonrandom fashion, often marking key galactic locations, and that their signals are of intelligent origin. He warns about a past galactic core explosion disaster that could recur in the near future. Illus. 211 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**6762663 THE ALIENS ARE COMING! The Extraordinary Science Behind Our Search for Extraterrestrial Life.** By Tom Jackson. The history of astronomy is paved with jaw-dropping discoveries, wondrous reveals, and brilliant minds. Highlighted in this volume are 100 of the most mind-blowing breakthroughs in the field, covering the full span of human history as it illuminates the moments that redefined our place in the universe. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Fully illus., most color. 144 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at 9¾x11. Pub. at $24.95


**6862808 AMERICA’S NIGHT SKY: By Robert Koopman.** Presents an in-depth look at our night sky from earth. Includes names over the world see as we look up at the sky. 191 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


**6954865 COSMIC CATASTROPHES: Seven Ways to Destroy a Planet & Destroy Our Species.** By H-J. Grievink. Well illus. 191 pages. BIS. Import. Pub. at $32.00

**5999883 THE BURNING ANSWER: Earth in the Age of Humans.** By Rod Pyle. Presents an insider’s perspective on the most bizarre space missions ever. Some were designed but not built; others were built but not flown; and a few were flown to failure but little reported. These stories tell of a time when nothing was considered impossible, and the race to the moon trumped all other considerations. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 341 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00


**6862808 AMERICA’S NIGHT SKY: By Robert Koopman.** Presents an in-depth look at our night sky from earth. Includes names over the world see as we look up at the sky. 191 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


**6954865 COSMIC CATASTROPHES: Seven Ways to Destroy a Planet & Destroy Our Species.** By H-J. Grievink. Well illus. 191 pages. BIS. Import. Pub. at $32.00

**5999883 THE BURNING ANSWER: Earth in the Age of Humans.** By Rod Pyle. Presents an insider’s perspective on the most bizarre space missions ever. Some were designed but not built; others were built but not flown; and a few were flown to failure but little reported. These stories tell of a time when nothing was considered impossible, and the race to the moon trumped all other considerations. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 341 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

6904386 LEAVING ORBIT: Notes from the Last Days of American Spaceflight. By Margaret Lazarus Dean. In a time of austerity and in the wake of high-profile disasters like Challenger, the dream of spaceflight has ended. Dean attended the last three space shuttle launches in order to bear witness to the end of an era, and to try to find the answer to what it means that a spacefaring nation won’t be going to space anymore. 31 pages. Graywolf. Paperbound.Pub. at $16.00$6.95

**687737 NIGHT SKY, REVISED: A Field Guide to the Constellations.** By Jonathan Pappele. Make stargazing more fun than ever! This guide offers a simple approach on focusing on one constellation at a time. Start with sky to find constellations and work toward more difficult ones. Learn to identify constellations in relation to the Big Dipper, the North star, and the top of the sky. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95$12.95

**6752470 MAGNITUDE: The Scale of the Universe.** By K. Arcand & M. Watke. Take us on an expansive journey to the limits of the universe. From the infinitesimal size of a subatomic particle within an atom to the unfathomably large black hole in our galaxy, understanding magnitude in the extreme just requires the right tools to see it. Color illus. in color. 162 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95$16.95

**6855431 THE ULTIMATE INTERPLANETARY TRAVEL GUIDE.** By James F. Bell III. Contemplating a fastly getaway vacation to space? Plan your journey, you’ll never forget with this amazing space inspires tour guide to the solar system and beyond. Take a tour of the most useful maps of space available right now. This book is packed with full-color images and maps. Travel to the stars and planets, oceans and continents, plants and animals, microorganisms, and more. More. Here the author shares his insights into the nature of our universe. Fully illus., in color. 207 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00$21.95

**6733603 THE ZOOMBABLE UNIVERSE: An Epic Tour Through Cosmic Scale, from Almost Everything to Nearly Nothing.** By Caleb Scharf. Scharf takes us on an epic tour through the universe from the largest possible magnitude to the smallest. Journey to galaxies, stars and planets, oceans and continents, plants and animals, microorganisms, atoms, and much, much more. Here the author shares his insights into the nature of our universe. Fully illus., in color. 207 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00$21.95

**6864846 GRAVITY’S ENGINES: How Bubble-Born Black Holes Rule Galaxies, Stars, and Life in the Cosmos.** By Caleb Scharf. Masterfully explains how there may be a profound connection between these phenomena and galaxies, stars, and even life. Scharf takes us on an intimate journey through this enigmatic world to the edge of the universe and reminds us that the Milky Way sits in a special place in the cosmic zoo. Photos. 252 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00$6.95

**6998903 THE COPERNICUS COMPLEX: Our Cosmic Significance in a Universe of Planets and Probabilities.** By Caleb Scharf. Argues that the decision to put the Earth at the center of the universe is a crucial time in our history, the birth of the solar system, and everythng contained within it. Color photos. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00$18.95

**5966566 INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION: Architecture Beyond Earth.** By David Nixon. Provides the first comprehensive account of the International Space Station’s conception, development and assembly in space. A highly accessible chronicle of a complex piece of design and engineering, and reveals the reality of life in space beyond the space field. Fully illus., most in color. 416 pages. Circa. 9¼x6¼. Import. Pub. at $75.00$54.95

**6731473 2018 GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY.** By S. Dunlop & W. Tiron. A comprehensive month-by-month reference to the stars and constellations visible from North America in 2018, this practical guidebook is both an easy introduction to astronomy and a useful reference for seasoned stargazers. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95PRICE CUT to $7.95

**6791565 ASTRONOMY WITH A HOME TELESCOPE: Top 50 Celestial Bodies to Discover in the Night Sky.** By Seth Penrose. Experience the thrill of the stars and constellations with the guidance of this guidebook. The perfect guidebook to identify and locate the stars and constellations visible from North America in 2018. Includes: exciting profiles of the 50 most accessible objects in the night sky, clear directions to locate each object; origin stories and scientific examples; and a complete schedule of solar and lunar eclipses. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. John Wiley & Sons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99PRICE CUT to $9.95

**6785255 THE PRACTICAL ASTRONOMER, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Explore the Wonders of the Night Sky.** By W. Gelat & A. Vampile. This complete introduction describes the night sky, teaches you how to recognize its features, and takes you from the basics of stargazing to the skills you need to become an accomplished amateur astronomer. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95PRICE CUT to $11.95


**6571751 NASA MERCURY 1956 TO 1963 (ALL MODELS): Owners’ Workshop Manual.** By David Baker. A comprehensive manual for the Hubble Space Telescope, containing profiles of the 50 most accessible objects in the night sky, clear directions to locate each object; origin stories and scientific examples; and a complete schedule of solar and lunar eclipses. Fully illus. in color. 181 pages. owners’ Workshop. Pub. at $39.95PRICE CUT to $21.95

**6859774 MAKING CONTACT: Jill Tarter and the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence.** By Sarah Scoles. Tarter’s life and work are not just a quest to understand life in the universe: they are a quest to understand our lives within the universe. A brilliant examination of the science behind the search for extraterrestrial intelligence and its pioneers 24 pages of photos. 275 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95$12.95

**6914179 CATCHING STARDUST: Comets, Asteroids and the Birth of the Solar System.** By Natalie Starkey. Tells the story of comets and asteroids—enigmatic celestial objects—revealing how scientists are using them to understand a crucial time in our history, the birth of the solar system, and everything contained within it. Color photos. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00$18.95

**5752253 ROCKET–1942 ONWARDS: Owners’ Workshop Manual.** By David Baker. With almost 300 illustrations, cutaway drawings and graphics, the text describes not only the history, but the capabilities of a family of space launchers which underpin the achievements of a space-faring world. 188 pages. Haynes. 8¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $36.95$27.95
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**Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology**


59551X STARMEN AND THEIR MEANINGS. By R. Hinckley Allen. 563 pages. The Lost Library. Paperbound Import. $9.95


PRICE CUT to $17.95


$16.95

★ 6694950 MARS: Making Contact. By Rod Pyle. 192 pages. Andre Deutsch. 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00


★ 6718641 ASTRONOMY PACK. By Ian Ridpath. 80 pages. Chartwell. 7x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

★ 6710540 100 THINGS TO SEE IN THE NIGHT SKY. By Dean Regis. 222 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99


★ 670977X WAVES PASSING IN THE NIGHT: Walter Murch in the Film Industry. By Christopher Orlébar. Drawing on a lifetime of research and his own first-hand experience, former Concorde pilot Christopher Orlébar explores the rich history of that fabled aviation legend, and examined the many challenges faced by the Concorde’s designers in their pursuit of supersonic commercial passenger flight. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $12.00

PRICE CUT to $7.95


★ 5772796 THE EARTH: From Myths to Knowledge. By Hubert Krivine. 282 pages. Verso. Pub. at $29.95


★ 569077X STORMS: 50 Years of Man in Space. Ed. by Gark Israeli et al. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Shelley. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00


★ 5959032 A BIG BANG IN A LITTLE ROOM. The Quest to Create New Universes. By Zeynep Merali. 236 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

**Airplanes & Airlines**

6694747 THE CRASH DETECTIVES: Investigating the World’s Most Mysterious Air Disasters. By Christine Negroni. Veteran aviation journalist and former NTSB investigator takes us inside crash investigations from the early days of aviation to the present. Tying in aviation science, performance psychology and extensive interviews with pilots, engineers, crash investigators, and others involved in the accidents, she reveals the many secrets hidden in the debris. 16 photographs. 276 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.00

$4.95

6825983 POWERED PARACHUTE HANDBOOK. By the Federal Aviation Administration. Offers everything you need to know about powered parachuting today. The aerodynamics of flight, what types of engines are used in powered parachuting; preflight checklists; basic flight maneuvers, and so much more. Whether novice or experienced, there is wealth of information for powered parachuting. Color illus. Skyhorse. 8½x11. $3.95

★ 6704735 ESSENTIAL PLANES COLLECTION. Learn the plane truth about the history of aviation in this thrilling collection of five top Discovery Channels programs. From the earliest fixed-wing aircraft to the radical prototypes of the future, it soars straight to the heart of the fascinating world of flight. English SD? Over 6 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98

★ 6183077 LEARNING TO FLY HELICOPTERS. By R. Randall Padfield. This information-packed guide covers virtually everything you need to know to become a safe and efficient helicopter pilot. Padfield provides details on the technical and practical aspects of rotorcraft flying, guiding you from preflight preparation through postflight procedures and everything in between. Illus. 354 pages. McGraw-Hill. 7x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00

★ 667447X AVIATION MECHANIC HANDBOOK, 7TH EDITION. By Dale Crane. A handy toolbox-size reference for mechanics, aircraft owners, and pilots. A guide to airplane mechanics, mathematics, conversions and formulas; aircraft nomenclature, controls and system specs; material and tool identifications; hardware sizes and equivalents; inspections and corrosion detection charts; and more. Well illus. 370 pages. Aviation Supplies & Spriral. Pub. at $16.95

★ 6853897 TWIN CESSNA: The Cessna 300 and 400 Series of Light Twins. By Ron Smith. Reviews the Cessna 310 origins, competitors, and development, including the many variants produced. Offers much detail about the civilian Cessna 320, the Cessna 340, 353, and 305. A second section examines the larger cabin twins in the Cessna 400 series. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95


★ 5875900 DORNIER DO X: The Story of Claude Dornier’s Legendary Flying Boat. By Volker A. Behr. Though only three were produced in late 1920s/early 1930s Germany, the Dornier Do X was the largest flying boat ever made in terms of passenger time and flew passengers on international flights during the pre-WWII years. This detailed and profoundly illustrated history covers the design, development, construction, and history of the Do X. 232 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $11.95

★ 5937507 CONCORDE. By Christopher Orlébar. Drawing on his first-hand experience, former Concorde pilot Christopher Orlébar explores the rich history of that fabled aviation legend, and examined the many challenges faced by the Concorde’s designers in their pursuit of supersonic commercial passenger flight. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $12.00

PRICE CUT to $7.95
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THE ENDS OF THE WORLD. By Peter Brannen. Setting out on a trip to visit some of the Earth’s leading paleontologists, Brannen follows them on the trail of telling new discoveries and insights from biology, anthropology, paleontology, and the solar system, the journey from a single cell all the way to the human mind. Rewinding our sense of wonder and terror at the world around us and within, A. Daniel Switek and Brian Switek explore the conflict of modern evolution with our ancient biological biases, how it illuminates what it means to be human. 242 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00. *$19.95

697258 WRITTEN IN STONE: The Hidden Secrets of Fossils and the Story of Life on Earth. By Brian Switek. The first account of the hunt for evolution’s “missing links,” Switek shows how these discoveries have revolutionized paleontology, and explores what their findings might mean for our place on earth. Illus. 320 pages. Icon. Paperbound import. PRICE CUT to $4.95

673622X THE PHYSICS OF LIFE. By Adrian Bejan. Engaging the meaning of evolution in its broadest sense, Bejan offers a compelling new perspective on how our world develops. In an all-encompassing new take, he suggests that everything exists, evolves, and migrates in a forward-moving spectrum, from rolling stones and rivers to technology, government, life, and beyond. 261 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. PRICE CUT to $6.95


6861108 HUMAN UNIVERSE. By B. Cox & A. Cohen. Fully Illus. in color. 283 pages. William Collins. 9x11¼. Import. PRICE CUT to $6.95


**428 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00**


**6709265** THE GREAT ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Ed. by Brian Fagan. Encompassing more than two centuries of pioneering research and excavation around the globe, this engaging volume celebrates the interrelated excavators and decipherers from throughout history who opened up vistas of the past to reveal buried cities, lost civilizations, and forgotten scripts. Well illus., most in color. 304 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

**5895234** THE LOST TOMB OF VIRAOCOCHA: Unlocking the Secret of the Peruvian Pyramids. By Maurcio Cattaneo. Entangled within the long lost pyramids of Peru are the treasures encoded with secrets of a solar science. The author shows how this science holds the key to a lost civilization and modern life, with answers to the spiritual mysteries of life and death. Illus., some in color. 214 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $3.95

**5938504** THE EVOLUTION OF BEAUTY: How Darwin’s Finer Points to the Ultimate Source of Human Attraction. Ed. by D.M. Hadley & K.A. Hemer. The nine approaches to beauty present a wide range of topics reflecting the many forms and disciplines that address the often-debated question: who were the first people, men, women, and children? Here, the author presents the big picture of where, when, and how these societies began to turn up, and delves under the shroud of forgotten facts. Illus., some 223 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6770312** DATING AND INTERPRETING THE PAST IN THE WESTERN ROMAN EMPIRE. Ed. by David Birt. Presents a substantial collection of more than 50 scholarly papers on Roman pottery and the origins of its creation to one of Europe’s leading scholars on the subject, Brenda Dickinson. While they focus primarily on Dickinson’s principal area of study—sanian—they also touch on her other interests in the field. 352 pages. Oxbow, 8vo/1%11. Import. Pub. at $99.00 $9.95

**6719570** ARCHAEOLOGY: Discovering the World’s Secrets. By Gaynor Aitlton. Beautifully illustrated and containing special features on major archaeological sites, this expansive volume explores an area of research that is just as intriguing as the peoples it studies. A fascinating look at how archaeology developed, the people who have populated our planet, and the new technologies that are pushing it forward. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Arcutus. 9x11½”. Import. $14.95

**6767418** THE DANCING GODDESSES: Folklore, Archaeology, and the Origins of European Dance. By Elizabeth Wayland Barber. This brilliantly original guest book to understand the collective history of European dance takes us all the way back to ancient Greece, examining folk tales of dancing goddesses, archaic rituals and artifacts to offer new perspectives on traditional dance in European agrarian society. Well illus. 429 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

**6696643** PERSIA AND THE WEST. By John Boardman. In this study, Boardman seeks to trace the sources of the homogeneous style of Persian court art and architecture that dominated the Islamic world. He presents a record of the brilliant evolution of an artificial yet unified style, unmatched in the history of art and archaeology of the Old World. Adverts. only 95 illus. 328 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7½x10½”. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95


**6770797** SVETI PAVAO SHIPWRECK. By Carlo Beltrame et al. Presents the archaeological results of the underwater excavation and analysis of the unusually well-preserved wreck of a 17th-century Venetian merchantman in the Sveti Pavao shallow, off the southern shore of the island of Mljet, Croatia. Well illus., some color. 180 pages. Oxbow, 8vo/1%11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.99 $9.95

**3644499** BLOOD OF THE CELTS: The New Ancestral Story. By Jean Manc. Brings together genetic, archaeological, and linguistic evidence to establish that the first people to ever live in Britain were the Lowes Celts? What peoples or cultural identities should that term describe? And did they in fact inhabit the British Isles before the Romans arrived? Well illus., some color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6897363** THE MEMORY CODE: The Secrets of Stonehenge, Easter Island, and Other Ancient Monuments. Lynette Lyne has identified the powerful memory technique used by our ancestors and indigenous people around the world. In turn she has then discovered that this ancient memory technique is the secret behind great prehistoric monuments which have fascinated archaeologists for so long. 24 pages of color photos. 318 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6854567** A LITTLE HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY. By Brian Fagan. In brief, exciting chapters, Fagan traces archaeology’s development from its 18th century origins to the present, by technological advances. In a volume for curious readers of any age, Fagan shimmers light on the discoveries, methods and hugely inspiring characters who make up the global quest that is archaeology. 277 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

**6792965** THE GREAT ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Ed. by Brian Fagan. Encompassing more than two centuries of pioneering research and excavation around the globe, this engaging volume celebrates the interrelated excavators and decipherers from throughout history who opened up vistas of the past to reveal buried cities, lost civilizations, and forgotten scripts. Well illus., most in color. 304 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

**5853504** THE EVOLUTION OF BEAUTY: How Darwin’s Finer Points to the Ultimate Source of Human Attraction. Ed. by D.M. Hadley & K.A. Hemer. The nine approaches to beauty present a wide range of topics reflecting the many forms and disciplines that address the often-debated question: who were the first people, men, women, and children? Here, the author presents the big picture of where, when, and how these societies began to turn up, and delves under the shroud of forgotten facts. Illus., some 223 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6770312** DATING AND INTERPRETING THE PAST IN THE WESTERN ROMAN EMPIRE. Ed. by David Birt. Presents a substantial collection of more than 50 scholarly papers on Roman pottery and the origins of its creation to one of Europe’s leading scholars on the subject, Brenda Dickinson. While they focus primarily on Dickinson’s principal area of study—sanian—they also touch on her other interests in the field. 352 pages. Oxbow, 8vo/1%11. Import. Pub. at $99.00 $9.95

**6719570** ARCHAEOLOGY: Discovering the World’s Secrets. By Gaynor Aitlton. Beautifully illustrated and containing special features on major archaeological sites, this expansive volume explores an area of research that is just as intriguing as the peoples it studies. A fascinating look at how archaeology developed, the people who have populated our planet, and the new technologies that are pushing it forward. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Arcutus. 9x11½”. Import. $14.95

**6767418** THE DANCING GODDESSES: Folklore, Archaeology, and the Origins of European Dance. By Elizabeth Wayland Barber. This brilliantly original guest book to understand the collective history of European dance takes us all the way back to ancient Greece, examining folk tales of dancing goddesses, archaic rituals and artifacts to offer new perspectives on traditional dance in European agrarian society. Well illus. 429 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

**6696643** PERSIA AND THE WEST. By John Boardman. In this study, Boardman seeks to trace the sources of the homogeneous style of Persian court art and architecture that dominated the Islamic world. He presents a record of the brilliant evolution of an artificial yet unified style, unmatched in the history of art and archaeology of the Old World. Adverts. only 95 illus. 328 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7½x10½”. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95


**6770797** SVETI PAVAO SHIPWRECK. By Carlo Beltrame et al. Presents the archaeological results of the underwater excavation and analysis of the unusually well-preserved wreck of a 17th-century Venetian merchantman in the Sveti Pavao shallow, off the southern shore of the island of Mljet, Croatia. Well illus., some color. 180 pages. Oxbow, 8vo/1%11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.99 $9.95

**3644499** BLOOD OF THE CELTS: The New Ancestral Story. By Jean Manc. Brings together genetic, archaeological, and linguistic evidence to establish that the first people to ever live in Britain were the Lowes Celts? What peoples or cultural identities should that term describe? And did they in fact inhabit the British Isles before the Romans arrived? Well illus., some color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95
687775 THE ORIGINS OF CREATIVITY. By Edward O. Wilson. Biologist Edward O. Wilson explores how our human creativity was defined by the evolution of our social relationships. 243 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

693906 THE ACCIDENTAL BOTANIST. The Structure of Plants Revealed. By Robbye Honey. Features more than 90 specimens of flowers collected from as far afield as the Malaysian rain forests, the African savannah, and an English churchyard. Each specimen is de-constructed and photographed in full-color, giving traditional botany a contemporary new edge. 160 pages. Clearview Books. Import. Pub. at $30.00

6841910 LIFE AT THE EDGE OF SIGHT: A Photographic Exploration of the Microbial World. By S. Chimileski & R. Kolter. A stunning visual exploration of the inhabitants of an invisible world, from breathtaking close-ups of the one-billionthth of a meter large, to visionary to magnificent close ups of the inner workings and cooperative communities of Earth’s most prolific organisms. With two experts as guides, the invisible microbial world awaits in plain sight. 370 pages. Belknap. 7½ x 10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

6918484 SHE HAS HER MOTHER’S LAUGH: The Powers, Perversions, and Potential of Heredity. By Carl Zimmer. In a narrative that reads like a sweeping novel, Zimmer weaves together tales of scientific brilliance and pseudoscience, comparing stories of heroes and villains, reflections on being a father to two daughters, analyses of his own genome revealing curious distant ancestors, and investigative reporting on controversial cutting-edge discoveries that will shape the future of all children to come. 65 pages. Norton. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95


Life Science

6887171 LIFE SCIENCE

6940331 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF THE HUMAN GENOME. By Frank Ryan. Using illuminating metaphors and reader-friendly language the author shows how the DNA and related chemical compounds in our cells work together to define the processes that make the human genome is indeed a mysterious world, but as he shows in this fascinating work, its vital secrets are now being uncovered. 341 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

5988265 ARE WE SMART ENOUGH TO KNOW WHAT SMART ANIMALS ARE? By Frans de Waal. An exploration of the complexities of animal cognition in a variety of species, revealing how smart animals really are, and how we’ve underestimated their abilities. This landmark work will convince you to rethink everything you thought you knew about animal–human intelligence. Illus. 340 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5999730 COLOR AND VISION: The Evolution of Eyes & Perception. By Steve Parker. Explores how the evolution of color vision and color in the natural world. Parker challenges our perceptions of color and vision, and leads the reader on a journey of discovery that will end with a reflective look at the human relationship with the natural world. Well-illus. in color. 129 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

363390X THE TELOMERASE REVOLUTION: The Enzyme That Holds the Key to Human Aging…And Will Soon Lead to Longer, Healthier Lives. By Michael Fossel. Describes how telomerase will soon be used as a powerful therapeutic tool, with the potential to dramatically extend life and even reverse the aging process. Illus. 223 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

6621503 WOOLLY: The True Story of the Quest to Revive One of History’s Most Iconic Extinct Creatures. By Ben Mezrich. From the frozen hundra of Siberia to the cutting-edge genetic labs of Harvard University, a group of scientists is working to resurrect the Woolly Mammoth. Charting that incredible quest to undo extinction, Mezrich highlights one of the most important scientific stories of our age—one with massive implications for the survival of mankind. 293 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

6970257 THE TANGLED TREE: A Radical New History of Life. By David Quammen. Explore how recent discoveries in molecular biology have changed our understanding of evolution and life’s history. Quammen explains how molecular studies of evolution have brought startling recognitions about the tangled tree of life—including where humans fit into it. 461 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

6865305 MICROBIA: A Journey into the Unseen World Around You. By Eugenia Bone. Explores how microbes are and how they live and compares the microbiomes of soil, plants, animals, and places, explaining such things as labeling some bacteria “good” and others “bad.” Walks you through this incredible world so you can begin to develop your own relationships with these oft overlooked life forms. 271 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

6932010 AROUSED: The History of Hormones and How They Control Just About Everything. By Randi Hutter Epstein. Armed with a healthy dose of wit and unbridled curiosity, Epstein takes us on a journey through the unusual history of these potent chemicals. From a basement filled with jarred 19th-century brains to a 21st-century hormone clinic in Los Angeles, a fascinating look at the history of hormones and the new discoveries that are most important today. 420 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

6889815 SCIENCE IS BEAUTIFUL: Botanical Life Under the Microscope. By Colin Salter. Discover just how beautiful nature can be under the microscope and learn all about the natural world surrounding us with this stunning collection of colorful images. 192 pages. Batsford. 10x10. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

6954464 KNOW IT ALL ANTHROPOLOGY: The 50 Most Important Ideas in Anthropology, Each Explained in Under a Minute. Ed. by Simon Underdown. Who are we? What is it about our species that sets us apart from every other living thing? Explore humanity through 50 key biological and social topics, revealing how we have evolved from chimp-like ancestors to being able to send rockets to Mars. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Wellfleet. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

6898761 THE KINGDOM OF SPEECH. By Tom Wolfe. Wolfe makes the captivating, paradigm-shifting argument that speech—not evolution—is the essential building block of modern society and achievements. He examines the work of an anthropologist who studied an Amazonian tribe with a prehistoric level of speech and a society very different than our own. 186 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

693305X PRIMITIVE MAN AS PHILOSOPHER. By Paul Radin. A seminal piece of anthropological inquiry that is also a work of enduring wonder. Writing in the 1920s when anthropology was still young, Radin sets out to show that “primitive” cultures are as intellectually sophisticated and sophisticated as their counterparts. 456 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

6580149 WRITTEN IN STONE: A Journey Through the Stone Age and the Origins of Modern Language. By Christopher Stevens. Combining detective work, mythology, ancient history, anthropology, the roots of society, technology and warfare, and the sheer fascinating and love of words, Stevens reveals how words used by our Neolithic ancestors remain the building blocks of the English language’s most common words and phrases. 272 pages. Random House. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95
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**6868606 TIME, LIGHT AND THE DICE OF CREATION.** By Philip Franses. The laws of modern physics are seen as the bedrock of our understanding of the natural world. In this volume the author invites us to travel through a journey, and a life, full of surprise and ambiguity, from paradoxes in physics to the meaning of time and the mythology of creation. 255 pages. Floris. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

**9809481 THE QUANTUM GUIDE TO LIFE: How the Laws of Physics Explain Our Lives from Laziness to Love.** By Kunal K. Das. Learn how quantum physics affecets your daily life and discover practical ways to put that knowledge to good use! Join a theoretical physicist on this surprising and enlightening adventure as he applies the laws of physics to our daily lives and gives us the tools to better understand ourselves. Illustrations. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**6835534 CHEMISTRY FOR THE UTTERLY CONFUSED.** By R.H. Langley & J.T. Moore. Covers the full range of chemistry concepts, from thermochemistry, acids and bases, and chemical bonding to periodic trends and molecular forces. Includes problem practices with solutions to help you master formulas. Explains the right procedures to use in the lab and prepares you for actual classes and lab studies. 336 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

**6884997 ARMCHAIR PHYSICS: Everything You Need To Know, from Entropy to Gravity.** By Isaac McPhee. An entertaining introduction to the world of physics, written with the curious beginner in mind. From the workings of the world and you to the mysteries of the universe, it conveys the concepts of physics–everything from entropy to gravity–in a clear and accessible way. Illustrations. 176 pages. Eyre & Turton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**69490X OPTICS DEMYSTIFIED: A Self-Teaching Guide.** By Stan Gibilisco. Written in an easy-to-follow format, this practical guide begins by covering the nature of light, the electromagnetic spectrum, reflection, refraction, and color dispersion, then goes on to common optical devices and effects, lasers, and optical data transmission technology. Includes quizzes and a final exam. Illustrations. 353 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**4555278 3,000 SOLVED PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY: Schaum’s Outlines.** By David E. Goldberg. Features fully-explained problems in such areas as measurement, structure of matter, periodic table, formulas, chemical bonding, solids & liquids, nuclear & radiochemistry, metallurgy, gases, and acids & bases, 613 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**6852695 PHYSICS: An Illustrated History of the Foundations of Science.** By Tom Jackson. This groundbreaking volume is an illustrated history of physics, a story of many chapters, each adding to our understanding of how the Universe functions. Collected here are 100 remarkable breakthroughs through the ages that the scientific saga, populated with groundbreaking figures from Archimedes to Albert Einstein. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Wellillus., most color. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6852692 THE ELEMENTS: An Illustrated History of the Periodic Table.** By Tom Jackson. Each of 100 fascinating stories relates a confounding puzzle that became a landmark discovery in chemistry. From Thales of Miletus, an ancient Greek philosopher who helped uncover the mystery of water, to Archimedes, the 17th-century German alchemist who found phosphorus, these are the breakthroughs that shaped science history. Includes a 12-page removable timeline. Wellillus., most color. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6884989 ARMCHAIR CHEMISTRY: Everything You Need To Know, from Catalysts to Polymers.** By Joe Levy. Provides a clear and concise explanation of each chemical concept, as well as profiles of key scientists and their discoveries. Includes step by step exercises–some have everyday applications and others theoretical puzzles. The perfect companion for beginners and experts alike. Illustrations. 176 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6801889 REALITY IS NOT WHAT IT SEEMS: The Journey to Quantum Gravity.** By Carlo Rovelli. In elegant and accessible prose, a theoretical physicist gives us an up-close look at the mind-bending nature of our universe. As he explains how the idea of reality has evolved over time, he offers explanations of the theories of physics that are changing the way we see the world. Illustrations. 280 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6946100 SEVEN BRIEF LESSONS ON PHYSICS.** By Carlo Rovelli. Offers surprising, revealing, and surprisingly easy-to-grasp–explanations of general relativity, quantum mechanics, elementary particles, gravity, black holes, the complex architecture of the Universe, and the role humans play in the strange and wonderful world. Illustrations. 86 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6665922 THREE ROADS TO QUANTUM GRAVITY.** By Lee Smolin. Provides a concise and accessible overview of current attempts to reconcile two theories–Einstein’s Theory of Relativity and Quantum Theory–in a final “theory of everything.” This is the closest anyone has ever come to devising a complete theory of how the universe and the universe itself are put together. 400 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6752624 WHY THE UNIVERSE EXISTS: NewScientist Instant Expert.** Ed. by Stephen Battersby. Answers the ultimate existential question: why is there something rather than nothing? Based on the discovery of the quantum mechanical principle of waveform collapse, this book shows how we are rewinding the fabric of the universe. From the first moments after the big bang, what strange particles could form dark matter, and whether the ghostly neutrino may hold answers to the baffling mysteries of the universe. Illustrations. 224 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


**5829909 BAYESIAN FIELD THEORY.** By Jorg C. Lemm. Long the province of mathematicians and statisticians, Bayesian methods are applied in this groundbreaking volume to problems in cutting edge physics. Offers practical examples of Bayesian analysis as applied to neural networks, artificial intelligence, and inverse problems in quantum theory. 584 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6721396 THE SECRET LIFE OF THE PERIODIC TABLE: Unlocking the Mysteries of All 118 Elements.** By Ben Stiller. Each of the 118 elements in the periodic table is tackled head-on, describing its role in atomic science and its history in a unique and entertaining way. Along the way you’ll learn the surprising stories about the people behind the discoveries that changed the world we take for granted. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**5845998 VOID: The Strange Physics of Nothing.** By Owen Weatherall. Nothing turns out must actually be something. That something has a structure and properties every bit as complex and mysterious as matter. This entertaining study shows us why nothing isn’t nothing, and how the key to the new physics lies in the strange theoretical physics. 196 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**6839436 ATOM LAND: A Guided Tour Through the Strange (and Impossibly Small) World of Particle Physics.** By Jon Butterworth. A masterful and incisive writer, Butterworth explains a form to the forces that shape the universe: Electromagnetism is a highway system; the strong force, a railway; the weak force an airline. But you may find that curiosity is the strongest force of all. 284 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6655232 100 BIRTHDAYS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD.** By Nicholas Brealey. In 1901, Albert Einstein, the author invites us to travel through a journey, and a life, full of surprise and ambiguity, from paradoxes in physics to the meaning of time and the mythology of creation. Illustrations. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


**5829909 BAYESIAN FIELD THEORY.** By Jorg C. Lemm. Long the province of mathematicians and statisticians, Bayesian methods are applied in this groundbreaking volume to problems in cutting edge physics. Offers practical examples of Bayesian analysis as applied to neural networks, artificial intelligence, and inverse problems in quantum theory. 584 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6721396 THE SECRET LIFE OF THE PERIODIC TABLE: Unlocking the Mysteries of All 118 Elements.** By Ben Stiller. Each of the 118 elements in the periodic table is tackled head-on, describing its role in atomic science and its history in a unique and entertaining way. Along the way you’ll learn the surprising stories about the people behind the discoveries that changed the world we take for granted. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

6807623 LOCKING UP OUR OWN: Crime and Punishment in Black America. By James Forman Jr. America’s long history of racial injustice has become the subject of an increasingly urgent debate. But as Forman points out, the war on crime that began in the 1970s was supported by African American leaders, the same leaders who defined the terms of the debate, and in this examination he seeks to understand why. Photos. 306 pages. FSG. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95


656853X GAY PORNOGRAPHY: Representations of Sexual Autonomy and Masculinity. By John Mercer. Explores the iconography, themes and ideals that define gay pornography. Mercer argues that gay pornography cannot be regarded as one-dimensional, but that it offers its audience a vision of plural masculinities that are more nuanced and ambiguous than they may think. Results. Only. 238 pages. 125 photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $21.95

6595038 GODS OF THE MISSISSIPPI. Ed. by Michael Pasquier. From the colonial period to the present, the Mississippi River has impacted religious communities from Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico. Explore the religious landscape along the 2,530 miles of the largest river system in North America and obtain a richer understanding of this diverse, dynamic, and fluid religious world. 223 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

68114594 SEXTOGRAPHIES. By Gabriela Wiener. In this collection of irreverent essays, Wiener records the most dangerous Peruvian prison, participating in sexual exchanges in swingers clubs, traveling the dark paths of the Bois de Boulogne in Paris in the company of transvestites and prostitutes—all while taking the reader on inward journeys that explore immigration, maternity, fear of death, and threesomes. 226 pages. Restless. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

6567062 TRIBAL ASIA: Ceremonies, Rituals and Dress. By F. Trupp & R. Schmid. Striking photographs illustrate the amazing variety of clothing, jewelry, body painting and other forms of personal adornment. Explains rituals, ceremonies, and festivals, many of which are rarely seen by outsiders. 320 pages. Thames. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

6958468 OUTSIDERS: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance. By Howard S. Becker. Becker’s Outsiders broke new ground in the 1960s—and the ideas it proposed and problems it raised are still argued about today. In this new edition of one of the founding works in the field, Becker includes additional material—a new preface, 15 lengthy essays, unpublished until now, that add fresh material for thought and discussion. 256 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

6955389 WOMEN’S VOICES FROM WEST AFRICA. Ed. by T.A. Hale & A.G. Sidikou. This anthology—collected from 17 ethnic traditions across West Africa—introduces the power and beauty of the imaginative expressions of African women and girls and their complex and subtle roles as artists. Covering Cote d’Ivoire, the Gambia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and beyond, the essays attest to the importance of women’s contributions to the most widespread form of verbal art in Africa. 341 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $4.95

6955370 WOMEN’S SONGS FROM WEST AFRICA. Ed. by T.A. Hale & A.G. Sidikou. Expands our understanding of the world of women in West Africa and their complex and subtle roles as artists. Covering Cote d’Ivoire, the Gambia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and beyond, the essays attest to the importance of women’s contributions to the most widespread form of verbal art in Africa. 341 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $5.95


6888672 LIMITED QUANTITY 656173 FRENCH STYLE. By Berenice Vila Baudry. Dynamic photographs juxtapose concepts from haute couture and popular culture, making this stunning volume as paradoxical and sophisticated as the nation it celebrates. Baudry brings to life the savory fare and joie de vivre that is French style. Assouline. 9½x12. Fine condition. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

6697063 THE SECOND SEX. By Simone de Beauvoir. Newly translated and unabridged in English for the first time, Simone de Beauvoir’s masterwork is a powerful analysis of the Western notion of “woman,” and a groundbreaking exploration of inequality. Vital and groundbreaking, the author’s pioneering and impressive text remains as pertinent today as it was sixty years ago. 800 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

6907486 YOU PLAY THE GIRL: On Playboy Bunnies, Stepford Wives, Train Wreck Messengers, and Other Chicanos. Belinda Chocano. Blends formative personal stories with insightful and emotionally powerful analysis. Moving from Bugs Bunny to Playboy Bunnies, Chocano explains how growing up in the shadow of “the girl” taught her to think about herself and the world and what it means to raise a daughter in the face of contorted reflections. 272 pages. HOLT. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

6833462 LOOK CLOSE, SEE FAR: A Cultural Portrait of the Maya. By Bruce T. Martin. The stunning black and white photographs in this collection are given context by Martin’s insightful and eloquent analysis. Martin introduces the indigenous communities of Central America and their ancient and complex spiritual, cultural, and artistic traditions. The photographs, which are rarely seen by outsiders. 320 pages. Thames. Fine condition. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

6776310 THE KINGDOM OF WOMEN: Love, Life and Death in China’s Hidden Mountains. By Choo WaiHong. A corporate lawyer who yearned for escape and ended up living with the Mosuo for six years, WaiHong tells the story of her time in the remote mountains of China’s Sichuan province. This is the story of a life that is now on the edge of extinction. Color photos. 202 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

6917917 HEART OF THE MACHINE. By Richard Yoncc. Explores the next giant step in the increasingly essential relationship between humans and technology—how computers will recognize, respond to, and even replicate emotions. This is an essential guide to the new and inevitable ways in which mankind and technology will interact. 12 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

6995781 TEN ARGUMENTS FOR DELETING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS RIGHT NOW. By Jaron Lanier. While demonstrating the evil in today’s social media business models today, the author also envisions a humanistic setting for social networking that can direct us toward a richer and fuller way of living and interacting with our world. 146 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

5453701 * HOMO DEUS: A Brief History of Tomorrow. By Yuval Noah Harari. Explores the projects, dreams and nightmares that will redefine the new and inevitable ways in which mankind and connecting with our world. 146 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

6776310 THE KINGDOM OF WOMEN: Love, Life and Death in China’s Hidden Mountains. By Choo WaiHong. A corporate lawyer who yearned for escape and ended up living with the Mosuo for six years, WaiHong tells the story of her time in the remote mountains of China’s Sichuan province. This is the story of a life that is now on the edge of extinction. Color photos. 202 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

6995781 TEN ARGUMENTS FOR DELETING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS RIGHT NOW. By Jaron Lanier. While demonstrating the evil in today’s social media business models today, the author also envisions a humanistic setting for social networking that can direct us toward a richer and fuller way of living and interacting with our world. 146 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95


6888672 LIMITED QUANTITY 656173 FRENCH STYLE. By Berenice Vila Baudry. Dynamic photographs juxtapose concepts from haute couture and popular culture, making this stunning volume as paradoxical and sophisticated as the nation it celebrates. Baudry brings to life the savory fare and joie de vivre that is French style. Assouline. 9½x12. Fine condition. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

6697063 THE SECOND SEX. By Simone de Beauvoir. Newly translated and unabridged in English for the first time, Simone de Beauvoir’s masterwork is a powerful analysis of the Western notion of “woman,” and a groundbreaking exploration of inequality. Vital and groundbreaking, the author’s pioneering and impressive text remains as pertinent today as it was sixty years ago. 800 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95
**6664599 THE NARCISSIST YOU KNOW.** By Joseph Burgo. With the help of this guide, you will better understand the personality characteristics of the different types of Extreme Narcissists, and be better able to coexist with them by deflecting and defusing their behavior. 261 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

**6974627 FROM BACTERIA TO BACH AND BACK: The Evolution of Minds.** By Daniel C. Dennett. The matter of how our minds came to be has been a mystery since ancient times. Dennett builds on ideas from computer science and biology to show how a comprehending mind could have arisen from a mindless process of natural selection. An evolution in the use of memes led to the acquisition of comprehensibility and creativity. 242 pages. Holt. Paperback when it relies on core elements that govern the human brain. $28.00

**6837050 THE SPIRITUAL GIFT OF MADNESS: The Failure of Psychiatry and the Rise of the Mad Pride Movement.** By Seth Farber. The author explains that diagnosing people as mad has more to do with social control than therapy. Many of those labeled as schizophrenic, bipolar, and other kinds of “mad” are not ill but simply experiencing different forms of spiritual awakening; they are seeing and feeling what’s wrong with society. 436 pages. Touchstone. Illus., some in color. $7.95

**6741452 CRACKED: The Unhappy Truth About Psychiatry.** By James Davies. In an effort to enlighten a new generation about its growing reliance on psychiatry, Davies shows that today’s psychiatric crises can be explained by one startling fact: the field has become so motivated by power that it has put the pursuit of pharmaceutical riches above the patients’ well-being. 269 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95

**6746233 PATIENT H.M.: A Story of Memory, Madness, and Family Secrets.** By Luke Dittrich. The author takes readers inside the old asylum where psychosurgeons conducted their human experiments. He uses the case of Henry Molaison (Patient H.M.) as a starting point for a kaleidoscopic journey, one that moves from the first recorded brain surgeries in ancient Egypt to the cutting edge laboratories of MIT. 440 pages. W.W. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95. $11.95

**6837051 THE INFLUENTIAL MIND: What the Brain Reveals About Our Power to Change Others.** By Tali Sharot. Using the latest research in neuroscience, behavioral economics, and psychology, the author provides fascinating insight into the complex power of influence, good and bad. 275 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $5.95

**6668838 MANKIND: The Bare Reality.** By Laura Dodsworth. Sensitive and compassionate, this voluminous book condenses 10s photos and interviews with men about manhood and “manhood.” Men from all walks of life share their honest reflections about their bodies, sexuality, relationships, fatherhood, work and health. 304 pages. HarperPerennial. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6629040 PSYCH EXPERIMENTS.** By Michael A. Britt. Forget the lab and lecture halls. You can conduct your own psych experiments in your living room. Famous psychological experiments have changed the way science views human behavior. But how do these tests really work? Discover how to test out these theories for yourself—no psychology degree required. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**6474189 MIND: A Scientific Guide to Who You Are, How You Got That Way, and How to Make the Most of It.** By Patricia Daniels. Daniels demonstrates that the more attuned we become to the forces that shape the human mind, the better we can find our own personal path to serenity and fulfillment. This interactive book makes the concepts involving understanding ourselves accessible with “Try It” sidebars and “Ask Yourself” quizzes designed to help you understand your own mind. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. National Geographic. B&H. Pub. at $35.00. $19.95

**6891117 THE POWER OF DREAMS: How to Interpret & Focus the Energy of Your Subconscious Mind.** By Joe H. Slate. When you explore the power of your dreams, you discover a bottomless well of healing energy and spiritual insight that can improve every aspect of your life. Slate’s hands-on instructions for remembering and interpreting dreams as well as tips for channeling their power, this volume will guide you through the mysterious landscape of the subtle realms. 196 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

**6690953 THE INCEST DIARY.** Throughout her childhood the author was raped by her father. In this graphic account she revisits her early traumas and their aftermath—not from a clinical distance, but from deep within—to explore the ways in which her father’s abuse shaped her, and still does. 132 pages. FSG. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

**662698X SEEING WHAT OTHERS CANNOT SEE: The Hidden Advantages of Visual Thinking and Why Differently Wired Brains Succeed.** By Seth Farber. The author takes readers inside the old art of transmuting her uncle’s autobiography, artfully creating a gripping coming of age story, proclaimed to be a “true story” about being labeled a psychotic paranoid schizophrenic. This result is a heartfelt and hilarious portrayal of a young man striving for stability in his life. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00.

**669876X A KIND OF MIRACULAS PARADISE: A True Story About Schizophrenia.** By Sandra Allen. Allen sets out to tell the story of her mother’s struggles with schizophrenia, creating a gripping coming of age story, proclaimed to be a “true story” about being labeled a psychotic paranoid schizophrenic. This result is a heartfelt and hilarious portrayal of a young man striving for stability in his life. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

**6897655 MODERN MAN IN SEARCH OF A SOUL.** By C.G. Jung. A comprehensive introduction to the thought of Jung, a chief founder of psychoanalysis. Jung examines some of the most contested and crucial areas of analytical psychology: dream analysis, the primitive unconscious, and the relationship between psychoanalysis and religion. 674 pages. Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6844112 HOW EMOTIONS ARE MADE: The Secret Life of the Brain.** By Lisa Feldman Barrett. This lucid report from the cutting edge of emotion science reveals the profound real-world consequences of this breakthrough for everything from neuroscience and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare the mysterious landscape of the subtle realms. 196 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

**6942318 HOW EMOTIONS ARE MADE: The Secret Life of the Brain.** By Lisa Feldman Barrett. Why do emotions feel automatic? Does rational thought really control emotion? How do emotions make our children more emotionally intelligent? You will find the answers to these questions and more, revealing the latest research on the science of new emotion, mind, and brain. 425 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95
**6989787** THERE ONCE WAS A MAN WITH SIX WIVES...: Our Kings and Queens in Limericks. By Mick Twister. Illus. in color. Portico. Import. Pub. at $10.00


**6750664** EASY FRENCH READER, PREMIUM 3RD EDITION. By R. de Roussy de Sales. Whether you're a brand-new beginner or an advanced-beginning learner, this three-part workbook will allow you to rapidly build comprehension and confidence as you enjoy a selection of 60 French-language readings and conversations, followed by related exercises. 228 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

**6934963** SPANISH VISUAL LANGUAGE GUIDE. More than 800 color photos and illustrations present visual images of words and phrases you need when you’re traveling in Spain, Latin America, or other countries where Spanish is spoken. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**6904270** JAPANESE-ENGLISH BILINGUAL VISUAL DICTIONARY. Ed. by Angela Wilkes. Learn more than 6,000 Japanese words and phrases with a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life. Easy to use, with a pronunciation guide and a detailed index. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.99

---

**6879837** SWEDISH LANGUAGE. By Mike Ellis. If you have always wanted to learn the basics of Swedish, but traditional methods seemed overwhelming or intimidating, this guide is for you. It’s an easy way to learn common phrases that lets you communicate with confidence. Well illus. 96 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


**6904254** ITALIAN VOCABULARY DRILLS. By David M. Stillman et al. Learn more than 2,500 essential terms; practice your vocabulary skills with more than 100 exercises; and check your progress with a pronunciation guide and a detailed index. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**5998872** GERMAN-ENGLISH VISUAL BILINGUAL DICTIONARY. Ed. by Angeles Gavira et al. This is the quick and intuitive way to learn and remember thousands of German words. Features a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life. Includes a detailed index for instant reference. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6925303** SPEAK GERMAN: Get Started Kit. By Michel Thomas. Enables you to naturally and intuitively develop the building blocks for language comprehension. Learn at your own pace while listening, speaking, and thinking through the language. This helpful program will have you speaking German confidently in no time. Two CDs. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $24.95

**6913504** JAPANESE DEMYSTIFIED, 3RD EDITION. By Eniko Sato. Covers key grammar fundamentals such as basic words, verb forms, and honorifics. Step by step, you'll build your Japanese vocabulary with essential words and phrases and quickly master the language. Provides a quiz at the end of each chapter to chart your progress. 447 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**6750664** EASY FRENCH READER, PREMIUM 3RD EDITION. By R. de Roussy de Sales. Whether you’re a brand-new beginner or an advanced-beginning learner, this three-part workbook will allow you to rapidly build comprehension and confidence as you enjoy a selection of 60 French-language readings and conversations, followed by related exercises. 228 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

**6934963** SPANISH VISUAL LANGUAGE GUIDE. More than 800 color photos and illustrations present visual images of words and phrases you need when you’re traveling in Spain, Latin America, or other countries where Spanish is spoken. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

---

**6879837** SWEDISH LANGUAGE. By Mike Ellis. If you have always wanted to learn the basics of Swedish, but traditional methods seemed overwhelming or intimidating, this guide is for you. It’s an easy way to learn common phrases that lets you communicate with confidence. Well illus. 96 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
**6959709** ARABIC-ENGLISH BILINGUAL VISUAL DICTIONARY. Ed. by Apyta Daraguta et al. Easy to use with a pronunciation guide and a detailed index. This fully illustrated dictionary is a quick way to learn more than 6,000 Arabic words and phrases. An effective way to learn words for any situation, from home and office to eating out. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**6904076** FRENCH-ENGLISH BILINGUAL VISUAL DICTIONARY. Ed. by Angeles Gavina. The quick way to learn more than 6,000 French words and phrases. Includes a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life, and an easy to use pronunciation guide and detailed index. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**6763883** ITALIAN WITHOUT WORDS. By D. Cangelosi & J.D. Corniti. A unique “phrase book” of Italian body language that will help you communicate like a true paesano. There’s no faster or funnier way to learn how to communicate in Italy, with your grandparents, or your friends. Fully illus. 100 pages. Meadowbrook. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00 $3.95

**6849032** SPANISH VOCABULARY GAMES: PHRASES 2. Ed. by D.L. Nissenberg. Beat the boredom of language drills and rev up your Spanish language learning with word searches, crosswords, acrostics, scrambles, and more. This interactive travel workbook is perfect as a complement to your Spanish language class or part of your self-guided learning. 218 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

**6790283** GET STARTED IN BEGINNER’S BRITISH ENGLISH. By Cindy Cheetham. With written and conversational grammar information, useful vocabulary, clear illustrations, practice and review, this guide provides you with the tools you need to speak, write and understand British English for work, travel, school, or just fun. 300 pages. Teach Yourself. Teach Yourself Import. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6899749** COMMON AMERICAN PHRASES IN EVERYDAY CONTEXTS, THIRD EDITION. By Richard A. Spears. Collects 2,100 of the most common phrases and colloquial expressions used in contemporary American English. This widely used and well-established as a leading reference tools of the English language. Ideal for learners at all levels, they include explanatory material, as well as examples of usage and idiomatic phrases and expressions. 510 pages. Birlinn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


**6860499** CHINESE GRAMMAR: Schaum’s Outline. By Claudia C. Kubler & Y. Wang. Offers carefully designed activities to help you solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, such as: substitution drills; role play exercises; translation exercises and much more. Includes a CD-ROM providing 16+ hours of audio by native speakers, plus printable PDF files. 254 pages. Tuttle. 8½ x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6887824** THE BONJOUR EFFECT: The Secret Codes of French Conversation Revealed. By O.C. Huber & Y. Wang. Offers carefully designed activities to help you solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, such as: substitution drills; role play exercises; translation exercises and much more. Includes a CD-ROM providing 16+ hours of audio by native speakers, plus printable PDF files. 254 pages. Tuttle. 8½ x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6985947** BERLITZ POLISH PHRASE BOOK & DICTIONARY. Ed. by Helen Fanthorpe. This diminutive reference offers over 8,000 words and phrases, color-coded sections organized by theme, easy pronunciation; and a memo pad. 254 pages. Paperback. $6.95

**697872X** WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD POCKET SPANISH DICTIONARY, REVISED. The practical, up to date guide for students and travelers with special tools to help with everyday conversation. Includes more than 30,000 references and 40,000 translations with updated content that reflects today’s vocabulary and usage. 440 pages. HMH. 3¼x6½. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

**646221X** PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT SPANISH CONVERSATION, PREMIUM SECOND EDITION. By Jean Yates. The key to the second edition is clearly laid out in the front of the guide. This guide is organized into twelve units that present realistic conversational situations, from making introductions to giving opinions and from making a date to telling a story. You’ll build your comprehension skills and vocabulary as you listen to and speak fluently and spontaneously. 186 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

**672034X** WHAT THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS. By Daniel Chatley. Offers slang phrases for the cafe, club, bar, bedroom, ball game, and more. The content is not be used in any type of formal setting. Adults only. 191 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**6877656** MANDARIN CHINESE PICTURE DICTIONARY. By Yi Ren. Contains more than 1,500 key Mandarin Chinese words and frequently used phrases. There are also more than 38 color photographs, this useful Mandarin language tool includes a brief introduction to Chinese pronunciations and tones as well as an English-Chinese index for quick reference. 360 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**6803683** BERLITZ MEXICAN SPANISH PHRASE BOOK & CD. Learn to speak and comprehend Mexican Spanish anytime, anywhere with markets and cultural norms. All the essential phrases in the CD are also highlighted in the accompanying 223-page phrasebook. Sections include Finding your Way; In an Emergency; Social Media and On the Road. 157 pages. Berlitz. Import. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6863401** BASIC SPOKEN CHINESE PRACTICE ESSENTIALS. By C.C. Kubler & Y. Wang. Offers carefully designed activities to help you solidify every aspect of your spoken Chinese skills, such as: substitution drills; role play exercises; translation exercises and much more. Includes a CD-ROM providing 16+ hours of audio by native speakers, plus printable PDF files. 254 pages. Tuttle. 8½ x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6651194** VENI VIDI DIDICI: Have Fun Learning Latin with Songs, Games, Puzzles and Jokes. By Jason Talley. This unique language-learning tool will take you from basic Latin to conversational Latin in no time. It utilizes timeless games, famous sayings, clever puzzles, funny jokes, lighthearted insults and more. 157 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**6673373** THE ESSENTIAL GAELIC-ENGLISH, ENGLISH-GAELIC DICTIONARY. Compiled by Angus Watson. Combined and updated for a single volume edition. This terse two page dictionary is a well-established as leading reference tools of the Gaelic language. Ideal for learners at all levels, they include explanatory material, as well as examples of usage and idiomatic phrases and expressions. 510 pages. Birlinn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**6717166** RUSSIAN GRAMMAR, THIRD EDITION: Schaum’s Outlines. By James S. Levine. Presents essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. This edition includes more than 200 exercises with answers; updated cultural references; a new appendix with tables of both regular and irregular declensions, drills for mastering grammar and pronunciation, and more. 393 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95
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**687748** CHINESE FOR BEGINNERS: Mastering Conversational Chinese. By Y. Ren & X. Liang. Whether you need to learn Chinese for business travel or you simply want to learn about the culture of the world’s oldest and largest nation, this guide will get you speaking Chinese better and faster than any other. Includes MP3 Audio CD, 152 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**687547** JAPANESE FOR BEGINNERS, SECOND EDITION: Learning Conversational Japanese. By Sachiko Toyoozo. Designed for busy people who wish to pick up a working knowledge of Japanese in their own pace. In just a few days, this study program offers a firm grounding in grammar and sentence structure, using dialogues and short stories that reflect Japanese culture. Includes CD-ROM with video and audio lessons. 258 pages. Zondervan. Illus. 1 Audio CD. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


**CD 655020** SPEAK POLISH—MICHEL THOMAS METHOD: Get Started Kit. By Jolanta Cecula. Enables you to naturally and intuitively develop the building blocks for language comprehension. Learn at your own pace while listening, speaking and thinking through the language. By the end of this two hour program, you will be speaking Polish confidently. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

**681944** COLLINS ITALIAN DICTIONARY: Essential Edition. A handy quick reference guide for students, travelers, and business people. The clear layout allows for fast and easy access when you most need it. Ideal for use on the go, at home, in the office, classroom, or on holiday. Over 40,000 words and phrases and 80,000 translations, 148 pages. Collins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**6899195** BEGINNING JAPANESE, PART 1. By Eleanor Harz Jorden with H.T. Chaplin. Contains thirty five lessons, all of which have the same basic pattern and involve the same procedures. Each lesson requires many hours of class work supplemented by outside study and, if possible, laboratory work. This text is concerned only with spoken Japanese. 409 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**6790518** LANGUAGE Hacking ITALIAN. By Brenny Lewis. Unlike traditional language courses that are organized by level of difficulty, this program focuses on real world conversations and conversations you need so you can start speaking Italian immediately. Includes 10 "mission-based" units; 10 effective "language hacks"; 28 model conversations, and more. 238 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

**668243** TUTTLE COMPACT CHINESE DICTIONARY. By Li Dong. Ideal reference dictionary for students and business people, containing over 48,000 entries, including all high-frequency Chinese and English words. 690 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**669791** MOTHERFUCKER: Dispatches from a Not So Dead Language. By Seaghaidh. Takes an irreverent, pun friendly and contemporary approach to the Irish language. The translations are expanded on and arranged into broad categories that allow interesting connections to be made, and sprinkled with anecdotes and observations about Irish and Ireland itself, as well as language in general. 222 pages. Head of Zeus. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95


**684295X** BEGINNER’S KANA WORKBOOK. By Fujihiro Kaneda. 96 pages. Passport Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00 $4.95

**6864368** JAPANESE AT A GLANCE, FOURTH EDITION. By Nobuo & Carol Akiyama. 465 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95


**6720331** WHAT THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN RUSSIAN CLASS. By E. Coyne & I. Fisen. Adults only. 192 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95


**5944414** THE VOCABULARY GUIDE TO BIBLICAL HEBREW. By Clyde Peters. 258 pages. H.I. Chaplin. Published at $29.95 $19.95


**682532J** KOREAN KANJI MADE EASY. By Michael L. KLumper. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 216 pages. Tuttle. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**6826210** TUTTLE POCKET CHINESE DICTIONARY. By Li Dong. Hardcover Import. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


**679050X** LANGUAGE HACKING GERMAN. By Benny Lewis. 256 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


**6731422** WHAT THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN FRENCH CLASS. By A. Clautrier & H. Rowe. 167 pages. H.I. Chaplin. Published at $29.95 $19.95

**2768232** PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT BASIC SPANISH, SECOND EDITION. By Dorothy Richmond. 266 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95


**6933580** THE EDGE OF REASON: A Rational Skeptic in an Irrational World. By Julian Baggini. Addressing such major areas of debate as religion, science, politics, psychology and economics, Baggini calls for commitment to the notion of a “community of reason,” where disagreements are settled by discussion rather than force or political influence. The power of reason is our hope for dealing with the issues of our time. 262 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**6958206** SPINOZA’S ETHICS. By Beth Lord. As a guide to style, vocabulary, and arguments of the Ethics, this introduction offers a range of interpretable possibilities to prepare students to become conversant with Spinoza’s philosophical system and the context of contemporary thinking. 182 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**685270X** THE DREAM OF ENLIGHTENMENT: The Rise of Modern Philosophy. By Anthony Gottlieb. In this sequel to *The Dream of Reason*, Gottlieb’s landmark survey of Western philosophy from the Greeks to the Renaissance, the author expertly navigates a second great explosion of thought, a relatively short period—from the early 1600s to the eve of the French Revolution—that birthed the modern philosophy. 301 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00

**6747906** THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE: A Guide to What Really Matters. By Thomas Hurka. A distinguished philosopher explores many topics; four types of good feelings, how we can improve our quality of life, the importance of our works, and the conditions of knowledge are worth having, the importance of achieving worthwhile goals, the value of love and friendship, and much more. 200 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

**6852579** MINDWARE: Tools for Smart Thinking. By Richard E. Nisbett. In this groundbreaking work, Nisbett shows how to frame common problems in such a way that scientific and philosophical principles can be applied to them. The result is an enlightening and practical guide to the most essential tools of reasoning ever developed. 320 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

**6852115** BY FRIENDSHIP. By Alexander Nehamas. The acclaimed philosopher argues that it is through time spent with our friends that we can distinguish ourselves from mere objects. In this comprehensive analysis he sheds light on why we love our friends, and how they shape who we are, and who might become. 294 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.99

**6952118** WILLIAM JAMES IN FOCUS: Wishing to Believe. By William J. Gavin. This comprehensive overview of American pragmatism, for students who may be approaching James for the first time and for specialists who may not know James as deeply as they wish. Gavin provides a clear path to understanding James’s philosophy as he embraces James’s complications and hesitations. 111 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**6748228** WHAT’S WRONG WITH MORTALITY? By C. Daniel Batson. Examines the issue of morality as a question of social-psychological perspective. Drawing on research suggesting our moral life is fertile ground for rationalization and deception, including self-deception, Batson offers a hard-nosed analysis of its pitfalls and limitations. 298 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $105.00 $9.95

**6952119** A PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE CROSS: The Cruciform Self. By Brian Gregor. What does the cross, both as a historical event and a symbol of religious discourse, tell us about human being? Gregor draws together a hermeneutics of the self through Heidegger, Gadamer, Ricoeur, and Taylor—and a theology of the cross—through Luther, Kierkegaard, Bonhoeffer, and Jung—to envision a phenomenology of the cruciform self. 261 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

**6959427** AYN RAND FOR BEGINNERS. By Andrew Bernstein. Offers a simple but comprehensive introduction to the moral, political, and economic works and robust philosophy of Ayn Rand. In clear, down-to-earth language and an array of illustrations, Bernstein explains Rand to a new generation of readers in a manner that is entertaining and easy to comprehend. 106 pages. For Beginners. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6854303** ORWELL ON TRUTH. By George Orwell. In this volume, excerpts from across Orwell’s career show how his writing and worldview developed over the decades, profoundly shaped by his experiences in the Spanish Civil War, and further by WWII and the rise of totalitarian states. Every reader of this collection will find an illuminating and inspiring. 197 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**5977681** COWBOY VALUES: Recapturing What America Once Stood For. By James P. Owen. The author of *Cowboy Ethics: What Wall Street Can Learn from the Code of the West* returns to the core values in this celebration of what makes America great. With the help of 15 photographers, he shows that the qualities we once stood for can be recaptured. 179 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**6659349** THE LITTLE BOOK OF PHILOSOPHY. By Will Buckingham et al. How did the universe begin? What is truth? How can we live good lives? This reference guide answers these big questions and more. Packged with simple explanations, witty illustrations, and step by step diagrams that untangle complex theories, you’ll find plenty of food for thought with this volume. 222 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**6954723** THE MUTUAL CULTIVATION OF SELF AND THINGS: A Contemporary Chinese Philosophy of the Meaning of Being. By Yang Guorong. The author grapples with the philosophical problem of how the complexity interwoven nature of things and being relates to human nature, values, affairs, and facts, and ultimately creates a world of meaning. 304 pages. EP. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

**6866043** THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCIENCE. By Andrew Bernstein. Ofers a simple but comprehensive introduction to the moral, political, and economic works and robust philosophy of Ayn Rand. In clear, down-to-earth language and an array of illustrations, Bernstein explains Rand to a new generation of readers in a manner that is entertaining and easy to comprehend. 106 pages. For Beginners. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6052100** THE PARADOXICAL RATIONALITY OF SOREN KIERKEGAARD. By Robert Arp. Kierkegaard deliberately feigned irrationality in many of his pseudonymous writings in order to present a rational argument about reason and faith. Focusing on works by Johannes Climacus and Anti-Climacus, McCombs discusses Kierkegaard’s irrationality and the manner in which it worked to improve important truths about rationality. 244 pages. Cambridge. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

**6904785** THE SOUL OF THE MARINETTE: A Short Inquiry into Human Freedom. By John Gray. Drawing together the religious, philosophical, and fantastical traditions, Gray questions the very idea of human freedom. He starts with questions you might have been thinking about when reading the widest possible reading (from the Gnostics to Philip K. Dick), this study is a stimulating and engaging meditation on everything from cybernetics to the fairground marionettes of the title.
Economics

CD 6794106 CHINA, INDIA, AND THE UNITED STATES: The Future of Economic Supremacy. By Peter Rodriguez. Professor Geoffrey Samuel reviews a multimedia program exploring the evolving future of these three major economic powers. Six lectures on three CDs examine a range of important topics, while the accompanying 151-page course guidebook offers additional information, historical perspective, and suggested reading. The Great Courses. PRICE CUT to $14.95


6879381 KNOWLEDGE AND POWER. By George Gilder. 348 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95


5569564 BILLIONAIRES: Gluttony and Hubris in an Age of Epic Inequality. By L. McQuaig & N. Brooks. 266 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

4561406 LET ME BE CLEAR: Barack Obama’s War on Millennials, and One Woman’s Case for Hope. By Katie Kieffer. 337 pages. Crown. Pub. at $24.00. $9.95

6773842 HEAVEN’S BANKERS: Inside the Hidden World of Islamic Finance. By Harris Istan. 347 pages. Overlook. Pub at $32.50. $9.95


588775X THE WORTH OF WAR. By Benjamin Ginsberg. 256 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00. $9.95


* 6818153 FAIR SHOT: Rethinking Inequality and How We Earn. By Peter S. Wen. 214 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95


Electronics & Electrical Systems


6854894 OVERPOWERED. By Martin Blank. Helps readers understand the biological results of growing up, nonthermal levels of non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation coming only from cell phones, but also from many other devices we use in our homes everyday, such as computers, hairdryers, and microwaves. 271 pages. Seven Stories. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

* 6937233 10 LED PROJECTS FOR GEEKS. By John Baichtal. A collection of creative and challenging projects for the adventurous maker. Each project features LEDs along with a variety of components, both Einsteins and sci-fi toys. Well illus. In color. 222 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95


Engineering

SOLD OUT DVD 5862264 REALLY BIG THINGS. You are in for some big surprises as host Matt Rogers takes you across the country and around the globe to show the evolution of industrial engineering. He has travelled to over 40 countries to do his job done. Each of six gargantuan episodes features a close-up look at several of these mechanized heavyweights and the people who make them work. Over four hours. Image Entertainment. $7.95

6899528 APPLIED MINDS: How Engineers Think. By Guru Madhavan. Through narratives and case studies spanning the history of engineering, Madhavan shows how the concepts of prototyping, efficiency, reliability, standards, optimization, and feedback are put to use in fields as diverse as transportation, retail, health care, and entertainment. 253 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $26.95. $8.95

* 6923224 THE ART OF THE CATAPULT, 2ND EDITION. By William Gurstelle. Updated and improved instructions and diagrams illustrate how to build 10 authentic working catapult models. Building these simple yet sophisticated machines is both entertaining and educational. As you build, you learn how levers, forces, tension, and friction work. Perfect for kids as well as adults. 177 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95


7650876 MAYNARD’S INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Kjell B. Zandan. A complete, practical working guide to the principles, methods, materials, and systems of industrial engineering, this classic reference has been completely updated with the latest IE issues and challenges, covering everything from the everyday use of industrial engineering tools and developments in CAD/CAM. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $199.00. $49.95

* 6697917 THE FORGOTTEN GENIUS OF OLIVER HEAVISIDE. By Basil Mahon. A pioneer of electrical science, Heaviside’s work led to advances in communications and became the basis of the theory of electrical engineering. He would not live to see the full impact it is practiced today. This story will restore long overdue recognition to a scientist whose achievements were as crucial to our modern age as those of Edison. 328 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95
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7619995 CONCRETE: A Seven-Thousand-Year History. By Reese Palley. Concrete links us to our past and defines our future in space. Palley’s fascinating history of this infinitely versatile material chronicles the repeated and often centuries-long losses of the technology, its many re-emergences, and the accomplishments it has enabled. Well illus., many color. 235 pages. Norton. 5½x8½. Pub. at $26.95 S 6.95

6849288 ACOUSTICS: Architecture, Engineering, the Environment. By Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc. Explains the step-by-step acoustical design and planning of buildings. This practical, easy-to-read reference is supported by the latest research on sound behavior, high performance materials, and audio/video systems to a wide variety of building types and uses. With over 300 full color illustrations, charts, and graphs. 340 pages. William Stout. 9¼x13¼. Pub. at $75.00 SOLD OUT

6841410 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF FRP FLEXIBLE CONCRETE STRUCTURES. By Shamshere Bahadur Singh. A comprehensive reference provides proven design procedures for the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials for reinforcement, prestressing, and stiffening of reinforced concrete structures. 323 pages. McGraw-Hill. 7½x9½. Pub. at $130.00 S 34.95

6841870 RMS QUEEN ELIZABETH 2: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By Stephen M. Payne. Author and naval architect Stephen Payne gives us a unique insight into the design, construction, and maintenance of one of the world’s most famous ocean liners. His revealing narrative is supported by over 300 photographs and illustrations, many published for the first time. 172 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10¾. Import. Pub. at $36.95 S 27.95

6841810 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SKELETAL STRUCTURES. By Seetharamulu Kunchur. Presents a complete, authoritative guide to skeletal structural analysis based on force, displacement, and iterative methods, explaining how to use mechanical dynamics to calculate structural loadings. A useful tool for troubleshooting and designing safe, efficient structures. 590 pages. McGraw-Hill. 7½x9½. Pub. at $125.00 S 67.34

6734148 AN ENGINEER’S IMAGINATIONS. By Peter Rice. Well illus., some color. 204 pages. Batsford. 7¼x10½. Import. Pub. at $34.95 S 26.95

6679579 GRAND CENTRAL: Gateway to a Million Lives. By J. Belle & M.R. Leighton. Including both historical and new sketches of the station, plus plans, construction illustrations, and over 150 photographs, this fascinating history is at once a celebration of one of America’s greatest works of architecture, a testament to human persistence and noble ideals, and a rich social history of New York’s definitive travel destination. 230 pages. Norton. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 S 4.95

5970296 PLANTATIONS OF VIRGINIA. By J. Williams & C.C. Giannetti. Southern plantations are an endless source of fascination. These palatial homes are rich in history, representing a pivotal time in American history. There are still over 400 plantations in Virginia today, most of them open to the public. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 S 16.95

6941889 DURHAM CATHEDRAL: The Shrine of St Cuthbert. Ed. by Jessica Hedge. Begun in 1093 and dedicated to the Saxon St Cuthbert, the cathedral was a massive project, which makes the 40 or so years it took to complete an astonishing achievement. This beautifully illustrated guide introduces the reader to the stories of Durham and the exhibition displaying precious objects from the cathedral’s collections. 56 pages. Scala. 8¼x9¼. Paperback import. S 5.95

677590X ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER: Biography of the Building. By Judith Dupre. Brings to life the construction of the most extraordinary building in the world, which delivers new insights into the 1,776-foot-tall engineering marvel, from design and excavation through the placing of its last spire. A celebration of American resilience and ingenuity for all who are invested in the rebuilding of Ground Zero. Color photos. 284 pages. Little. Brown. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $34.95 S 9.95

665028X THE NATIONAL PARK ARCHITECTURE SOURCEBOOK. By Harvey H. Kaiser. Using facts, anecdotes, and personal observation, Kaiser, an architect and longtime advocate for the preservation of American architecture, presents a thorough and illuminating picture of each historic structure in the U.S. National Park System. Well illus. 600 pages. Princeton Architectural. 6x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 S 8.95

6773899 CITY ON A GRID: How New York Became New York. By Gerald Koeppel. Presents the story of the grid that ate Manhattan. Created in 1811 by a three-man commission, the plan called for a dozen parallel avenues crossing at right angles with many dozens of parallel streets in an unbroken grid. Whether you love it or hate it, this is the story of the city’s design. 16 pages of illus. Da Capo. 6½x9½. Pub. at $29.99 S 6.95


6682972 REDISCOVERING ART DECO U.S.A.: A Nationwide Tour of Architectural Delights. By Barbara Capitman et al. Art Deco, Zig Zag Moderne, Streamline Style—all are different names for the sleek look that swept across America from the Jazz Age to the dawn of World War II. This delightful collection is a guide to Art Deco in cities across the country, highlighting well known masterpieces as well as hidden gems. Fully illus. 100 pages. Hennessy + Ingalls. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 S 16.95

6992413 A PLACE IN THE SUN: Living and the Solar Home. By Stephen Snyder. The sunny-eight houses and apartment buildings in this volume, selected by sustainability expert Stephen Snyder, integrate solar electricity, heat, and hot water, along with time-tested passive solar strategies, in super designed and environmentally responsible contemporary homes. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x13¼. Pub. at $50.00 S 9.95

6680262 THE BRIDGE: How the Roeblings Connected Brooklyn to New York. By Peter J. Tomasi. Brings to life the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge. After the accidental death of the bridge’s designer, John Augustus Roebling, the project was to his wife and son, Washington to continue the massive project. Over 135 years later, its construction is brought to life for a new generation of readers in this original graphic novel. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Pub. at $24.99 S 19.95
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6954510 UNFORGETTABLE ANCIENT SITES. By M.J. Howard. A world tour of some of the most memorable human achievements on the planet. Fully illustrated with superb photography, it gives each site’s history as well as some little known facts and insights into how little we actually know about some of these places. 192 pages. Charwell. 10x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

6923593 THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE: Inspired by the Divine. By Iain Ferris. Provides a history of one of the most impressive surviving monuments in Rome, analyzing the Arch and the reign of Constantine himself. Discusses the reuse of artworks salvaged from older monuments in its construction, its complex decoration, and the use of arches as civic commemorative monuments. Well illustrated. 300 pages. Amherst. 6½x9¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95


5960967 SUSTAINABLE RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE. By Ana Maria Alvarez. Architect Ana M. Alvarez presents an array of the world’s best sustainable residential architecture. Photographs, floor plans, elevations, schematics showing solar function, water air circulation, and more reveal how even the smallest home can be sustainable, functional, and beautifully 399 pages. Firefly. 8¾x11. Pub. at $45.00

6977413 COUNTRY LIVING TINY HOMES: Living Big in Small Spaces. Ed. by Caroline McKenzie. From a 100 square foot footprint, with a view to 1,456 square foot room with a view to a 1,456 square foot home in style. 200 pages. Hearst. 7¼x9. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95


6990917 LIGHTHOUSE: An Illuminating History of the World’s Coastal Sentinels. By R.G. Grant. This extraordinary chronicle examines these iconic buildings from the origins of the lighthouse idea, and how the evolution of lighthouse design, the tremendous obstacles overcome during construction and upkeep, and the thrilling tales of heroism and desperate shipwrecks, as well as the daily lives of the dedicated and often long suffering keepers. Well illustrated in color. 160 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

6929036 ART DECO INTERIORS: Decoration and Design Classics of the 1920s and 1930s. By Patricia Bayer. Documents the finest examples of selected interiors of the Art Deco style that chronicle the evolution of the pure “high style” of the leading Parisian designers on up to its revival in the 1970s and ’80s. Fully illus.. most in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11/14. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

6806228 THE 50 GREATEST CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS OF THE WORLD. By Sue Dobson. The great cathedrals are among the most iconic sites of the world’s towns and cities and no less important and equally loved are the parish churches with their quirky architecture. Dobson takes you on a tour of some of the most beautiful church and cathedral designs and offers a wealth of captivating details and histories of each. Photos. 256 pages. Icon. 5x7¾. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

6945775 THE CHURCHES OF CHARLESTON AND THE LOWCOUNTRY. Photos by Ron Anton Rocz. From St. Michael’s, a Charleston landmark, to lesser known but equally impressive houses of worship, the sixty structures spotlighted in Charleston and the Lowcountry range from the religious, social, and economic development of Charleston and into the architectural fashions of colonial, federal, and antebellum America. Well illus., many in color. 122 pages. USCF. 9¾x12/¼. Pub. at $29.95

6958611 GRAND CENTRAL: How a Train Station Transformed America. By Sam Roberts. On February 2, 1913, Grand Central station opened and immediately became one of the most beautiful and admired buildings in New York City. The celebration of the 100 year old terminal the author looks back at it’s history. Even if you thought you knew everything there is to know about Grand Central, you’re in for plenty of surprises. Illus., some in color. 304 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

6844626 THE TEMPLE CHURCH IN LONDON: History, Architecture, Art. Ed. by R. Griffith-Jones & D. Park. Despite its great importance the Temple Church has until now attracted little serious or critical attention, and is often overlooked by this volume. It considers the New Temple as a whole in the Middle Ages, and all aspects of the church itself from its foundation in the 12th century to its war-time damage in the 20th. Well illus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $25.95  $27.95

4619366 FALLINGWATER. Photos by Christopher Little. Recognized by the AIA as the best work of American architecture of all time, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater is currently under the stewardship of the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, and is visited by 150,000 people annually. This volume chronicles Fallingwater’s history, structure, restoration, and collections. Well illus., some in color. 208 pages. Monacelli. 9x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00  $14.95

5930840 SAVING PLACE: 50 Years of New York City Landmarks. Ed. by Donald Albrecht et al. Today there are more than 31,000 landmark properties in New York City. How these historic sites were chosen, how landmarking has impacted the fabric of the city, and what the future holds for these important locations are the subject of this fascinating collection. Well illus., most in color. 266 pages. Boydell. 6¼x9. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  $22.95

6891612 GREAT GOTHIC CATHEDRALS OF FRANCE: A Visitor’s Guide. By Stan Parry. From the beautiful facade of Notre-Dame in Paris to the transcendent beauty of the stained glass at Chartres, this examination clarifies the significant elements of their architecture by means of its text and beautiful photographs. Thirteen cathedrals are presented to the reader a clear understanding of buildings. 184 pages. OR Books Edition. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

6930832 STOWE HOUSE: Saving an Architectural Masterpiece. Ed. by Nick Morris. This volume details the architectural history and evolution of the property. It tells the story of the restoration through the words of those closely involved, and demonstrates how the Stowe School has continued to build in a sympathetic and harmonious manner that preserves the historic estate as a whole. Well illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95
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★6554156 HOUSES OF THE NATIONAL TRUST. By Lydia Reeves. Takes you on a tour of over 300 properties owned by the National Trust in England, from the magnificent to the modest. Offers lively commentary alongside hundreds of stunning photographs that capture the beauty and intrigue of the buildings and their grounds. 440 pages. National Trust. 9¾x12¼. Import. Pub. at $45.00. **$34.95**

6975659 A LINE IN THE ANDES. Ed. by F. Coroma & R. Almeida. A year-long investigation examines the transformative role of the first underground metro line currently being implemented in the city of Quito (Ecuador). Through archival material, original drawings, and text, this publication brings to life the transformation of Quito's historical urban heart. Fully illus. in color. 416 pages. AR-D. 9¼x12¼. Import. Pub. at $45.00. **$34.95**

★6998148 CHATEAU DE VILLELETTE: The Splendor of French Decor. Text by Guillaume Picon. Situated in a lush woodland near Paris, the Chateau has stood virtually unchanged since it was built in the late 17th century. Among the many owners, the Marquis de Condorcet and his wife, have left the most enduring and significant mark on it. This stunning volume is filled with sumptuously specially commissioned color photographs showcasing this historic estate. 243 pages. Flammarion. 9¾x12¼. Import. Pub. at $75.00. **$54.95**

★571350X CATHEDRALS AND CHURCHES OF EUROPE. Text by B. Borgnasse, photos by A. Bednorz. This beautifully illustrated in color takes you on a journey throughout Europe’s most stunning and magnificent sacred buildings. Sorted by country and region, each chapter covers one important area in Europe. Includes maps for those traveling to these majestic sites. 440 pages. h.f. Ullmann. 10x14¼. Import. Pub. at $75.00. **$54.95**

★673994Q MOSQUES: Splendors of Islam. Ed. by Jai Imbrey. Celebrates mosque architecture and Islamic design, illustrating the development of basic mosque structural and decorative elements with over 60 examples. Venerated mosques like the Great Mosque of Cordoba and Istanbul’s Sulaymaniye are featured and examined in magnificent detail. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Rizzoli. 10x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. **$54.95**

★665526 ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE OF DECCAN INDIA. By George Michell et al, photos by A. Martinet. During the 17th and 18th centuries, a multitude of magnificent buildings were erected in the Deccan region of India by the Mughal emperors. This volume embraces the visual diversity of the region’s Islamic architecture, with stunning photographs that bring the buildings to life and capture the ingenuity of their makers. 416 pages. ACC Art Books. 10x13¼. Import. Pub. at $85.00. **$64.95**

★6569717 ECONOMIES AROUND THE WORLD: Regenerative Design for Sustainable Communities. Ed. by Frederica Miller. Provides a view into the future with many diverse examples that show solutions to particular times and places. The chronological progression from oldest to newest, set in the context of the decades-long development of projects that had a more spiritual origin, or socially responsible to fully fledged ecologically sustainable Inner Traditions. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. 204 pages. **$15.95**

★5953391 THE MAKING OF THE ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON: Designs and Drawings. By John Morley. Reproduces all the important designs for the exterior and interior of the historic Royal Pavilion, one of the most famous and significant royal extravaganzas in existence. Revealing the great variety of brilliant exotic schemes devised for its construction and decoration, these illustrations and plans capture the essence of its momentous transformation. Philip Wilson. 9½x13. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $59.00. **$44.95**

★671370X HAVANA FOREVER, SECOND EDITION: A Pictorial and Cultural History of an Unforgettable City. By Kenneth Treister et al. The reader experiences a clear realization of the city’s imaginative, and surreal aspects of Havana’s architecture as well as the unmistakable flavor of the city’s energy, which has made its own intangible and incredible mark on the buildings and urban outlook. Shiff. 8½x11. 248 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $45.00. **$34.95**

6934587 DREAM TREEHOUSES: Extraordinary Designs from Concept to Completion. By Alan Lauren et al. This collection includes 40 extraordinary treehouses, designed and built by La Cabane Perchee, and located all over the world, are presented in this lavishly volume. Also included are watercolor design drawings and interior photographs of some of the most fantastic treehouses ever created. 240 pages. Flammarion. 9¾x12¼. Import. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

6770487 THE LANTERN TOWER OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY, 1660–2010. By Warwick Rodwell. Assembles for the first time all the historical and architectural evidence to tell the remarkable story of Westminster Abbey’s unfinished lantern tower, spanning some 350 years since its opening. 106 pages. Oxbow. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

597058X THE PUBLIC LIBRARY: A Photographic Essay. By Robert Dawson. Presents an inspiring selection of Dawson’s photographs—libraries monument and modest, from the reading room at the New York Public Library to Allenstown, California’s one-room Tularc Free Library, built by former convict, includes essays, letters, and poetry by distinguished writers and librarians. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Princeton Architectural. 8¼x9¼. **$30.00**

★6591868 HIGHLAND RETREATS: The Architecture of Romantic North. By Mary Meiers. While featuring breathtaking photographs of some of Scotland’s most remarkable architecture; ranging from picturesque cottages, Baronial castles, to Arts and Crafts mansions, and modern eco-lodges, Meiers also tells the story of how “incomers” adopted the North of Scotland as a recreational area and left an astonishment legacy inspired by the panorama. Extraordinary Designs from Concept to Completion. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 10x14¼. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

★5990461 SHELBOURNE FARMS: House, Gardens, Farm, and Barns. By Glenn Suokko. This lavishly illustrated volume tells the fascinating story of Shelbourne Farms, once a magnificent Age estate created by America’s leading aristocrats of the day, Eliza “Lila” Vanderbilt and William Seward Webb. Period photographs capture the Webb’s original vision, while new photography by Glenn Suokko showcases the splendid results of the decades-long transformation. 287 pages. Flammarion. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $41.95**

6748457 HOMES OF CIVIL WAR AMERICA. By Hugh Howard. 250 pages. Little, Brown. 10x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**


★595341X AN UNFORGETTABLE CITY. By Lydia Reeves. Takes you on a tour of over 300 properties owned by the National Trust in England, from the magnificent to the modest. Offers lively commentary alongside hundreds of stunning photographs that capture the beauty and intrigue of the buildings and their grounds. 440 pages. National Trust. 9¾x14. Pub. at $45.00. **SOLD OUT**

★659250X DIPLOMACY: The British Ambassador’s Residence in Washington. By A. Eckardt Collins. Explores both the genius of Sir Edwin Lutyens’s design for the Residence and the rich history of Anglo-American relations that have unfolded within its walls. The house and its operational history are lavishly presented in impressive photography, while striking images from the archives bring to life important events from its past. 236 pages. Flammarion. 9¾x12¼. Import. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

★671370X HAVANA FOREVER, SECOND EDITION: A Pictorial and Cultural History of an Unforgettable City. By Kenneth Treister et al. The reader experiences a clear realization of the city’s imaginative, and surreal aspects of Havana’s architecture as well as the unmistakable flavor of the city’s energy, which has made its own intangible and incredible mark on the buildings and urban outlook. Shiff. 8½x11. 248 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $45.00. **SOLD OUT**

6798446 AT CHATEAU DE VAUX LE VICOMTE. By Alexandre de Vogue et al. 192 pages. Flammarion. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95. **$11.95**
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Regional Architectural Styles


Monographs on Architects

6701922 ANTONI GAUDI. Text by Marina Linares. The architecture of Antoni Gaudi—with its impressive forms, rich colors, and imaginative and original solutions—create syntheses of natural inspiration and technical innovation, of styles both historic and contemporary. His genius is on display in these photos. Text in English, French, Spanish and more. 213 pages. Konemann. 7¼x7%. Import. $9.95.

6861644 INVENTING THE NEW AMERICAN HOUSE: Howard Van Doren Shaw, Architect. By Stuart Cohen. This timely reappraisal of Shaw’s work features many previously unpublished images from the Burnham and Shaw Archive at the Art Institute of Chicago and the Chicago History Museum, rare construction drawings, and new photography, as well as a catalog of his residential work. 248 pages. Monacelli. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. $8.95.

6982382 EDWARD A. KILLINGSWORTH: An Architect’s Life. By J.M. Voiland & C. Mullio. The first monograph on one of California’s most important mid century modern architects. There are 42 in depth examinations of his most compelling projects, all illustrated with architectural plans, photographs, and renderings—most never seen before. 334 pages. Hennessey +Ingalls. 10x1½. Pub. at $65.00. $14.95.

LIMITED EDITION 5973422 CARRERE & HASTINGS: The Masterworks. Text by L. Osman et al, photos by S. Broke. Architects of America’s Gilded Age, Carrere and Hastings designed elaborate residences, iconic public monuments, and enduring commercial landmarks. This sumptuous monograph, with over 300 color photographs as well as authoritative text, not only celebrates the elegance and technical genius of the architecture, but provides an intimate and detailed look at the partners as men and as artists. 320 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $79.95. SOLD OUT.

5843418 THE ARCHITECTURAL LEGACY SELECTED RESTORATIONS. By Mary Carolyn Hollers George. Showcases numerous mansions, courthouses, public buildings, and homes in Texas and northern Mexico designed by the highly imaginative British architect between 1870 and 1930. Well illus., many in color. 155 pages. Trinity UP. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95.

6990038 WRITINGS ON ARCHITECTURE. By Paul Rudolph. Collects in one volume nineteen essays, lectures, and interviews by Rudolph. These texts are as important today as when they were first written, reflecting across the full sweep of Rudolph’s career from his beginning years as a residential architect, to the last years of his career. Well illus. 161 pages. Yale. 9½x6½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $7.95.

★ 6816250 ADHISON WIZNER: The Whimsical Genius Behind Palm Beach. By S. Perkins & J. Caugham. A tribute to one of America’s most influential architectural legends. Wizner transformed Palm Beach and Southern Florida into a jewel-like architectural treasure. This detailed and highly visual biography, which includes more than 200 photos and other images, the authors examine how the events in his life influenced his architectural legacy. 364 pages. Lyons. 12x9¼. Pub. at $50.00. $37.95.

★ 6773078 SIR EDWIN LUTYENS. The Arts and Crafts Houses. By David Cole. With a fresh interpretation of the influential English architect, this stunning volume brings together the definitive collection of 45 of Lutyens’s Arts and Crafts houses in which he ingeniously blended the style of the movement with his own inventive interpretation of the Classical language of architecture. Fully illus. in color. 500 pages. Images Publishing Group. 12x12. Import. Pub. at $85.00. $64.95.

★ 6668852 THE ARCHITECTURE OF RALPH ADAMS CRAM AND HIS OFFICE. By Ethan Allen. This book offers a sense of a man and of public projects by the man who created such masterpieces as St. John the Divine Cathedral in New York City. Draws on a wealth of archival material, lavish images, and floor plans, to reveal how Cram’s interests and techniques—the mysticism are represented in his buildings. 256 pages. Monacelli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. PRICE CUT to $13.95.

★ 6757197 HARRIE T L. LINDEBERG AND THE AMERICAN COUNTRY HOUSE. By P. Pennoyer & A. Walker. Delivers a luscious and in-depth look at 20 of Lindeberg’s most important contributions to the American Country House Era, most illustrated with commissioned, new color photography that captures the unique materials and irreplaceable design. An annotated catalogue raisonne of all known Lindeberg houses completes the work. 248 pages. Monacelli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. PRICE CUT to $34.95.

★ 6828317 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND SAN FRANCISCO. By Paul V. Turner. Looks at the architect’s complex and evolving relationship with San Francisco, surveying the full body of Wright’s work in the Bay Area which was roughly thirty projects, only a third of which were built. Turner highlights aspects of the architecture that have never before been explored, inspiring a new understanding of Wright, his personal and client interactions, and his work. Well illus., many in color. 216 pages. Yale. 10x13½. Pub. at $44.95. $9.95.


Medical Science


★ 5928524 THE PDR POCKET GUIDE TO PRESCRIPTION DRUGS, 10TH EDITION REVISED. Ed. by Sharon Strompfl. Everything you need to know about prescription drugs, based on the FDA-approved information delivered in a compact, portable format. In your lungs and the nitrogen in your muscles to the hydrogen in your hair and the phosphorus in your bones. Stager reveals how the atoms in our bodies connect us to some of the most amazing things in the universe. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. PUB. at $25.99. PRICE CUT to $6.95.


6813756 THE CREATIV E ENTREPRENEUR. By Isa Maria Seminega. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Fons & Porter.


6698594 THE FUTURE OF REAL ESTATE. By D. Townley. 32 pages.

6698590 THE FUTURE OF REAL ESTATE. By D. Townley. 32 pages.


6694617 THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL R EVOLUTION. By Klaus Schwab. 288 pages.

6693510 GOOD IDEAS! A BUSINESS A PPROACH TO SELF-HELP. By Barbara Parini. 288 pages.


6692485 THE SECRETS OF THE NEW FORTUNE 500. By M. Kierans & J. D. Mahoney. 278 pages. FIREHOUSE.

6692483 THE SECRETS OF THE NEW FORTUNE 500. By M. Kierans & J. D. Mahoney. 278 pages. FIREHOUSE.

6692482 THE SECRETS OF THE NEW FORTUNE 500. By M. Kierans & J. D. Mahoney. 278 pages. FIREHOUSE.

6692481 THE SECRETS OF THE NEW FORTUNE 500. By M. Kierans & J. D. Mahoney. 278 pages. FIREHOUSE.

6692480 THE SECRETS OF THE NEW FORTUNE 500. By M. Kierans & J. D. Mahoney. 278 pages. FIREHOUSE.
Mathematics

6868170  FRACTAL WORLDS: Grown, Built, and Imagined. By M. Frame & A. Urry. This essential primer explores the world of fractals—from a simple broccoli floret to a majestic mountain range—as they appear in the physical world, and technology. Includes 151 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00  $19.95

5865919  BIRTH OF A THEOREM: A Mathematical Adventure. By Cedric Villani. In 2010, French mathematician Cedric Villani received the Fields Medal, the highest prize in mathematics, in recognition of a proof he devised to explain one of the most surprising theories in classical physics. Presented here is his compelling account of the years leading up to that award. Illus. 284 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


4517372  MATHEMATICA FOR BEGINNERS. By Walter C.伏龙. Explore the boundless worlds of math and imagination in this 20-part educational series that introduces key mathematical principles, such as the mechanics of equations, factorization and introductory geometry. With its engaging graphic and adaptable, real-life examples, this series is a valuable learning tool that makes math approachable and bolsters comprehension of a wide range of topics. English translation by the author. 360 pages. International Press. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95.  $39.95


6728960  THE MATH BEHIND...: Discover the Mathematics of Everyday Events. By Colin Beveridge. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.  $16.00  PRICE CUT To $4.95


6732489  ALPHA TEACH YOURSELF ALGEBRA 1 IN 24 HOURS. By Jane Warner Cook. 395 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.  $5.95


SDH. 200 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $25.00.

See more titles at erhbc.com/656

Science Essays & Surveys


5596921  BRILLIANT BLINDERS: From Darwin to Einstein. By Mario Livio. Even some of the greatest geniuses in history make mistakes, as chronicled in this marvelou s story of scientific error and breakthrough. Charles Darwin, William Thomson, Linus Pauling, Fred Hoyle, and Albert Einstein all made groundbreaking contributions to science, and each also stumbled badly. But mistakes are essential to scientific progress. 341 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.  $9.95

6843492  EVERYTHING ALL AT ONCE. By Bill Nye. Nye argues that deep down we are all nerds in some way, driven to use tools of reason combined with the very best information available to solve the physical puzzles. In this scientific yet accessible volume, he teaches us that we have the ability, the power, and the responsibility to think critically and take control of the future. 374 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99.  $16.95

6801494  ALIENS: The World’s Leading Scientists on the Search for Extraterrestrial Life. By Jim Al-Khalili. In these lively and fascinating essays, scientists from around the world weigh in on the latest advances in the search for intelligent life in the universe and discuss what that might look like. 232 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00.  PRICE CUT To $6.95
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Emerging Technologies.

6560245
Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

Natural Questions
6735983
Norton. Pub. at $26.95

Our Planet and Ourselves.

Science Essays & Surveys

679419X

$13.95

5850746

PRICE CUT to $4.95

6735983

$6.95

6502045

$5.95

6868975
WHAT THE FUTURE LOOKS LIKE. By Jim Al-Khalili et al. 240 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

591918

$11.95

Science & History

366800X
THE GENESIS OF SCIENCE: How the Christian Middle Ages Launched the Scientific Revolution. By James Hannam. If you were taught that the Middle Ages were a time of intellectual stagnation, superstition, and ignorance, you were taught a myth that has been utterly refuted by modern scholarship. Here, the physicist and science historian shows that without the scholarship of the “barbaric” Middle Ages, modern science would simply not exist.

Illus. 454 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.95

$4.95

6911072
MAD SCIENCE: Einstein’s Fridge, Dewar’s Flask, Mach’s Speed, and 362 Other Inventions and Discoveries That Made Our World. Ed. by Randy Alfred. From the staff of Wired magazine. Here are 365 days of brain candy, from the first proof of bacteria (May 26, 1676) to the first tweet (March 21, 2006). 390 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $19.99

$4.95

6762408
ATOM. By Piers Bizony. The incredible story of the atom’s discovery was as bizarre and capricious as the atom itself. This is the account of a handful of revolutionary young scientists who made a great leap into the world of quantum science, revealing the discoveries that upset everything we thought we knew about reality. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95

6970699
WHAT COLOUR IS THE SUN? By Brian Clegg. Test your knowledge of all things scientific with the biggest mind-bending collection of questions this side of outer space. Brain-melting questions and answers also include enlightening explanations. 240 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95

6915248
SCIENCE YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual History, from Stone Tools to Space Travel. By Clive Gifford et al. This incredible time-line of science, from 3 million years ago to the present, features information on great scientists and inventions, on key events, and on fascinating facts and figures. Learn the extraordinary story of the scientists, theories and discoveries that have transformed our world. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x4½. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

6929486
PEOPLE AND THE SKY: Our Ancestors and the Cosmos. By Anthony Aveni. Few people today recognize the importance of the stars and constellations on the phases of the moon, but our forebears had an intimate relationship with the heavens. This volume explores how ancient hunters, farmers, sailors, rulers and storytellers were all once cosmically grounded. Illus. 252 pages. Thames & Hudson.

$7.95

6825281
FAILURE: Why Science Is So Successful. By Stuart Firestein. An insider’s view of how science is actually carried out, this volume will delight any scientist. It’s a short but insightful look at in science, from aspiring scientists to curious general readers. Firestein illuminates the greatest and most productive adventure of human history with a missteps along the way. 286 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $21.95

$6.95

2689480
AGAINST THEIR WILL: The Secret History of Medical Experimentation on Children in Cold War America. By H.M.E. de Jong. Few people know that the cold war’s side of outer space was not just a space race, but a medical race between the superpowers. The Soviet Union and the United States sponsored human experiments on children. The U.S. conducted experiments on everything from the effects of cold, exposure to radiation, and how to treat polio to brainwashing. The U.S. government distributed drugs to institutionalized children as guinea pigs. Photos. 266 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $27.00

$5.95

6990037

$7.95

6964551
TIME TRAVEL: A History. By James Gleick. A mind-bending exploration of time travel—from its origins in literature and science to its influence on our understanding of time itself. Gleick explores physics, technology, philosophy, and art as each relates to time travel and tells the story of a phenomenon that can only exist in any one of discovery. Illus. 293 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $95.00

$16.95

6826830
THE POETICS OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND. By Claire Preston. This study examines the ideas that scientists of the 17th century used to develop a science that was more rigorous and systematic than anything that had come before. It shows that modern science is a direct descendant of this science.

 Illus. 323 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $17.00

$12.95

6838829
THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD—SO FAR. By Lawrence M. Krauss. A grand poetic vision of the universe that at its core, is about the best of what it means to be human. An epic history of our ultimately purposeless universe that addresses the question “Why are we here?” Illus. 322 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$12.95

6970656
A UNIVERSE FROM NOTHING: Why There Is Something Rather Than Nothing. By Lawrence M. Krauss. Krauss reveals that modern science is addressing the question of why there is something rather than nothing with surprising and fascinating results. A provocative, game-changing entry into the debate about the existence of God and everything that exists.


$8.95

5969030
THE MEDIEVAL REVOLUTIONARY: DEUS: A Brief History of Technology. By Yuval Noah Harari. Speculations on the future typically assume that tomorrow will look much like today. This volume dismantles those assumptions and proposes a vast range of alternative possibilities. The author shows that treating animals is a good indicator of how upgraded humans will treat us; democracy and the free market will collapse; authority will shift to networked algorithms, and humans will merge with machines.

Illus. most in color. 449 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00

$9.95

6981526
HOW TO SPEAK SCIENCE. By Bruce Benamran. Takes us on a rollicking historical tour of the greatest discoveries and ideas that make today’s cutting edge technologies possible. The author explains the fundamental ideas of the physical world and how the discoveries that shaped them, how each of us can appreciate the world in all its beautiful chaos. 324 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

6981520
MICHAEL MAIER’S ALATANA FUGIENS: Sources of an Alchemical Book of Emblems. By H.L. Vincent. Translates the mottoes and epigrams of the original 50 emblems in 17th-century alchemist Michael Maier’s Alatana Fugiens, and provides a summary of both Maier’s exposition and a commentary on each emblem. This book will be of interest to anyone interested in the study of alchemy and its place in the history of science. 452 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

6732194
EINSTEIN’S DICE AND SCHRODINGER’S CAT. By Paul Halpern. Tells the little-known story of how Albert Einstein and Erwin Schrödinger searched, first as collaborators and then as bitter rivals, for a theory that might light the path to a physics that seemed to defy the seemingly inescapable weirdness of quantum mechanics. The story of their quest, which ultimately failed, provides new insights into the history of physics and two scientists who drove its progress.


$9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/656 - 51 -
Religion & Science

6673930 BODY, MIND, SPIRIT: Exploring the Parapsychology of Spirituality. Ed. by Charles T. Tart. The split between science and spirituality has long been a thorn in the side of both camps. This volume delivers a startling new way of looking at science and religion which provides cogent evidence for the existence of spiritual dimensions. 256 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6680805 CONCEIVING GOD: The Cognitive Origin and Evolution of Religion. By David Lewis. Hardcover. Exploring how science developed within the cocoon of religion and then shows how the natural functioning of the human brain creates experiences that can lead to belief in a supernatural realm. Essential reading for all those interested in the origins of religion. 360 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

684054X THE ILLUSION OF GOD’S PRESENCE: The Biological Origins of Spiritual Longing. By John C. Wathey. Takes the reader on a scientific journey to find the sources of religious feeling and the illusion of God’s presence. The author explains our various conceptions of God in biological terms, and presents a compelling interpretation of the evolutionary origins of spirituality and religion. 320 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

6978461 GOD’S BRAIN. By L. Tiger & M. McGuire. Addressing religion’s perennial mystery–its purpose, origins, and ubiquitous presence–neuroscientists and the psychologist make a compelling claim: The brain creates religion and its concepts of God, and then in turn feeds on its creation to satisfy innate neurological and associated social needs. 256 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

DVD 678058X A QUEST FOR GOD. For centuries, humanity has searched for spiritual truth. But today, a new science offers wondrous possibilities and answers to those questions. As this program reveals, quantum physics explains more than the actions of sub-atomic particles–it reveals the hidden truths of our lives and our souls. 60 minutes. DVD. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

693255X WOULD YOU BAPTIZE AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL? By G. Consolmagno & P. Mueller. The authors, scientists at the Vatican Observatory, explore a variety of questions at the crossroads of faith and science. With disarming wit and captivating insight, this title will make you laugh, think, and reflect more deeply on science and religion in society. 49 illus. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.98

679620X HEAVENS ON EARTH: The Scientific Search for the Afterlife, Immortality, and Utopia. By Michael Shermer. A noted skeptic takes us on a scientific exploration into humanity’s obsession with the afterlife and quest for immortality. From radical life extension to cryonics and beyond, this book considers ways to extend human life and meaning, and dozens of fascinating graphics. Learn about the afterlife from ancient and contemporary Muslim culture that a good deal of popular writing in Muslim societies attempts to address such perplexing questions as: Is Islam a “scientific religion”? Also, the discoveries of modern-life science foreshadowed in the Quran? and more. 265 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95


6557944 DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE. Ed. by Paul Copan et al. 691 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95


914225X BAD SCIENCE FROM HALCYON. By Paul Elly. 312 pages. UMnP. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

6885094 CURIOSITY WITH STEPHEN HAWKING. Widescreen. Stephen Hawking takes us on a mind-boggling journey into the wonders of scientific discovery. 3 episodes are filled with topics of wit, wry humor, and wry wit, and incisive world view, Hawking hosts four episodes: Did God Create the Universe?, Alien Invasion: Are We Ready?, How Will the World End? Over 3 hours. DVD. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95


6733107 STARTALK: Everything You Ever Need to Know About Space Travel, Sci-Fi, the Human Race, the Universe, and Beyond. By Neil de Grasse Tyson. What will it take to colonize Mars? Can we reverse climate change? Why do we fall in love? Will we ever capture Bigfoot? Science superstar Neil de Grasse Tyson joins celebrity guests to relay simple, scientific facts and witty commentaries on everything from the International Space Station to our unique anatomy. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10½. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

6747043 ESSENTIAL ROBOTS COLLECTION. Take a nuts-and-bolts tour of the beating, thinking and whirring future. This collection of programs from Discovery Channel: The Body, The City, The World: The City; Nextworld: Future Intelligence, Extreme Machines: Incredible Robots; and Junkyard Megawar. All The Movies, Over 3 hours. DVD. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

6715532 ORIGINS: The Scientific Story of Creation. By Jim Baggott. From the earliest moments after the Big Bang all the way to the appearance of the first ape, Baggott draws together the latest thinking in a range of scientific fields to deliver a single, compelling and not-so-clean-cut narrative of everything that ever was. Illus…some color. 403 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

6769234 THE MIRACLE OF UNSTOPPABLE: Science and Religion in a World Transformed. By Taner Edis. A physicist and evolutionary biologist presents a compelling argument that the vast majority of what we assume to be unexplainable mystery–its purpose, origins, and ubiquity–is explainable and even predictable. 224 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

6980171 THE WORLD END? By Joe Quirk with P. Friedman. Proposing a visionary new plan to solving the world’s ails, Quirk and Friedman reveal how modern technology offers new tools but also presents new challenges for scientists, and how objects suspected of being forged, forged, or fraudulent are examined forensically. Covers counterfeiting of art, coins, stamps, paper money, currency: and electronic digital signatures: art forgery, and more. Photos. 108 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6859321 SEASTEADING. By Joe Quirk with P. Friedman. Proposing a visionary new plan to solving the world’s ails, Quirk and Friedman reveal how modern technology offers new tools but also presents new challenges for scientists, and how objects suspected of being forged, forged, or fraudulent are examined forensically. Covers counterfeiting of art, coins, stamps, paper money, currency: and electronic digital signatures: art forgery, and more. Photos. 108 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6907345 THE REALITY FRAME: Relativity and Our Place in the Universe. By Brian Clegg. Drawing together the great ideas of science, Clegg takes us on a thrilling journey from empty space all the way to the human mind. 310 pages. Icon. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

5775225 BEYOND THE GOD PARTICLE. By L. Lederman & C. Hill. In this fascinating look at the discoveries that physicists have made since the discovery of the Higgs boson (the “God Particle”) and explain what’s next, discussing key questions that will occupy physicists for years to come. Illus. 320 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

$6885004 THE BIG BOOK OF SCIENCE: Facts, Figures, and Theories to Blow Your Mind. By Joel Levy. Conveys the principles of science in unique and exciting ways and is filled with facts, formulas, and dozens of fascinating graphics. Learn about the human body, about just how destructive natural disasters can be, and how grand creations science has allowed humankind to build. 224 pages. Charwell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
SOLD OUT

6933513 DATABASE OF DREAMS: The Lost Quest to Catalog Humanity. By Rebecca Lemov. Just a few years before the dawn of the digital age, psychologist Bert Kaplan set out to build the largest database of sociological information ever assembled. His project was intended as a repository of humankind’s ways of being human. Here the author recounts the story of Kaplan’s quest. 354 pages. Yale. $6.95

6743382 THE RIVER OF CONSCIOUSNESS. By Oliver Sacks. Dr. Sacks takes on evolution, botany, chemistry, medicine, neuroscience, and the ability of the mind to sustain itself. Dr. Brian Darwin; Freud; and William James. This volume demonstrates Sacks’s ability to make unexpected connections and his unceasing, timeless endeavor to understand what makes us human. 208 pages. Knopf. Pub at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

6731988 THE INFROGRAPHIC GUIDE TO SCIENCE. By Tom Cabot. 256 pages. Firefly. Pub at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95


6783864 THE GENE MACHINE: How Genetic Technologies Are Changing the Way We Have Kids–and the Kids We Have. By Bonnie Rochman. 272 pages. FSG. Pub at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6732411 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS, SEVENTH EDITION: Schaum's Outlines. By M. Nahvi & J.A. Edmundo. McGraw-Hill. 8x10”. Pub at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95


6783864 THE GENE MACHINE: How Genetic Technologies Are Changing the Way We Have Kids–and the Kids We Have. By Bonnie Rochman. 272 pages. FSG. Pub at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95


6765339 SCIENCE AND THE CITY: The Mechanics Behind the Metropolis. By Laurie Winkless. 238 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

6560458 RISE OF THE MACHINES: A Cybernetic History. By Thomas Ridy. 10x14". Pub at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95


6753760 PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE RAT. By Fred Bohensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biologist student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly written text, photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information in a concise and complete manner. 354 pages. Yale. $25.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95


6783864 THE GENE MACHINE: How Genetic Technologies Are Changing the Way We Have Kids–and the Kids We Have. By Bonnie Rochman. 272 pages. FSG. Pub at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95


6765339 SCIENCE AND THE CITY: The Mechanics Behind the Metropolis. By Laurie Winkless. 238 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

6560458 RISE OF THE MACHINES: A Cybernetic History. By Thomas Ridy. 10x14". Pub at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95


6753760 PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE RAT. By Fred Bohensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biologist student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly written text, photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information in a concise and complete manner. 354 pages. Yale. $25.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95


226 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $27.95  
$21.95

581404 RX FOR DEER HUNTING SUCCESS: Time-Tested Tactics from the Deer Doctor. By Peter J. Fiduccia. A comprehensive guide that provides a compilation of in-depth coverage in all methods used to hunt whitetail deer consistently and successfully. Provides readers with enhanced skills through informative tips, as well as strategies to help take their deer hunting success to the next level. Fully illus. in color. 327 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.99  
$9.95

6736831 GUN DIGEST BOOK OF CENTERFIRE RIFLES ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY, 4TH EDITION. By Kevin Muramatsu. Shooters, gunsmiths and collectors alike will find the revised version of this handy gun disassembly guide an essential reference for taking apart, and putting back together today's most popular centerfire rifles for routine maintenance and cleaning. This resource now covers 87 models and more than 400 variants! Fully illus. 687 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99  
$29.95

674679 GUN DIGEST BOOK OF EXPLODED DRAWINGS, 3RD EDITION. By Kevin Muramatsu. A definitive one-volume resource, with more than 1,000 detailed, easy to understand isometric drawings with parts identification for modern and vintage handguns, rifles and shotguns. The guide has reference for gunsmiths, gun shops, collectors, and shooters. Fully illus. 1144 pages. Gun Digest Books, 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $41.99  
SOLD OUT

PRICE CUT to $3.95

PRICE CUT TO $12.95

D5915864 GUIDE TO LONG RIFLE HUNTING. A group of eight guides and outfitters share the west’s best areas for big trophies, wide open spaces, and prime long rifle hunting. Their wisdom on everything from triggers and stocks to calibers and bullets is joined by 12 great hunts for big game from deer, elk, antelope, moose, bear, mountain goat, and even the rarely hunted bighorn sheep. This 320-page guidebook also includes detailed map coordinates to hundreds of the best hunting spots. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  
PRICE CUT TO $12.95

5783119 BLADES GUIDE TO MAKING KNIVES, 3RD EDITION. Ed. by Joe Kertzman. Nine of the world’s most skilled bladesmiths have brought together this years of expertise to provide an ultimate resource for creating your own hand-forged masterpieces. Learn how to build swords, combination weapons, kitchen knives, bushcraft blades and more using a variety of techniques. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Krause. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  
PRICE CUT TO $17.95

6693814 KNIVES 2018, 38TH EDITION. Ed. by Joe Kertzman. Showcases blades of every class and style along with descriptions of the makers who created them. Your go to resource for all things knives, blades and edges. Dive into the world’s greatest knife resource and discover the wonderful universe of custom blades. Weil illus. in color. 320 pages. Krause. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99  
$26.95

D5939033 JIM SHOCKEY’S MONSTER MOOSE. Join Jim Shockey and Eva Shockey as they take part in one of the most difficult and demanding moose hunts they’ve ever attempted. The Rogue River Outfit battles the elements and one of God’s mightiest beasts in four riveting moose hunts on one DVD. 60 minutes. Stoney-Wolf.  
PRICE CUT to $2.95

PRICE CUT to $13.95

6749984 GUN DIGEST SHOOTER’S GUIDE TO COMPETITIVE PISTOL SHOOTING. By Steve Sieberts. Expert advice, tips, and techniques to get started and advance your skills in the most popular competitive pistol shooting events in the United States. Learn what guns and gear to buy, find out what modifications and equipment make sense to be more competitive, and discover equipment and techniques to advance your shooting skills. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99  
PRICE CUT to $19.95

651463 THE SEASONABLE ANGLER. By Nick Lyons. Relive an entire year of outdoor adventures through the eyes of one of the world’s most passionate fishermen who has loved fishing deeply since early childhood. Not only for avid fishermen, this engaging and informative book applies fine writing about nature to fishing. Fully illus. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  
PRICE CUT to $4.95

6890069 A FLYFISHER’s WORLD. By Nick Lyons. This collection of articles and essays chronicles the fishing life of one of America’s most popular writers on fly fishing. Includes sections on trophy, tarpon and game fishing in the Marquesas of French Polynesia, bass bugging on a small Connecticut pond, and trout fishing on unnamed creeks and blue ribbon rivers. SHOPWORN. Photos. 287 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  
PRICE CUT to $14.95

6822958 1,001 PEARLS OF FISHING WISDOM. Ed. by Nick Lyons. The ultimate repository of fishing wisdom. From proven-to-professional tips to general words of insight, this collection is ideal for anyone who loves some aspect of the wonderful world of fishing. SHOPWORN. In color. 390 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  
PRICE CUT to $3.95

D6721389 BLUEFIN FEVER. West Coast fishing at its best! Filmed onboard Norm Kagawa’s beautiful Shogun, this action-packed fishing program follows the host’s incredible adventure as wide-open yellowtail, tuna and wahoo are caught on a 200-foot leader that pushes the 200-pound mark. 45 minutes. Inside Sportfishing.  
PRICE CUT to $3.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

$12.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95  

D8721397 CUSTOM ROD BUILDING WITH DOC SKI. Ed. by Joe Kertzman. Shows readers how to become familiar with the wonderful universe of custom fishing rods. Provides insight into and an appreciation of the lore of custom flies and fly tying. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99  
PRICE CUT to $14.95

$14.95

$14.95
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6861709 NATURE, NURTURE AND HORSES: A Journal of Four Dressage Horses—from Birth Through the First Year of Training. By Paul Belasik. Follow along as four young horses—Corsana, Kara, Elsa, and Escarpa—leave their babylhood behind and begin their training for future careers as sport horses, well schooled in the art of classical dressage. Color photos. 150 pages. Trafalgar Square. Pub. at $31.95 $8.95

6904018 HORSES DONT LIE. By Chris Irwin with B. Weber. Based on more than twenty years of working with, training, and observing horses. Irwin explains why the characteristics necessary to building good relationships with horses can in turn be used to enrich our own lives. Illus. 166 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6879179 MR. DARLEY'S ARABIAN: A History of Racing in 25 Horses. By Chris McGrath. The incredible true story of horse racing told through the bloodline of twenty-five exceptional Arabian steeds. McGrath expertly guides us through three centuries of scandals, adventures, and fortunes won and lost and shows us the many faces of the sport of kings. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 426 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6905722 HORSES IN TRANSLATION. By Sharon Wilise. Focuses on learning to “listen” and “talk” to horses in their language, instead of expecting them to comprehend us. A milestone in the progressive philosophy of horsemanship, helping find positive solutions to behavior and training problems and ultimately to fewer misunderstandings between horses and humans. 240 pages. Trafalgar Square. Paperback. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

5954483 HERE COMES EXTERMINATOR! The Long-Shot Horse, the Great War, and the Making of an American Hero. By Eliza McGraw. The story of a hanging, long-shot Kentucky Derby winner named Exterminator became one of the most notable racehorse stories of all time. His surprising success would dramatically change the world of horse racing and his longevity established him as one of the public’s most beloved athletes. Photos. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. $26.95 $10.95

5911680 LEAD WITH YOUR HEART: Lessons from a Life with Horses. By Allan J. Hamilton. Working with horses can be a transformative experience. Their soft eyes, wild spirit, and shy honesty offer a glimpse of how the heart’s understanding of the world extends from our own. Hamilton, a neurosurgeon and a pioneer in equine-assisted therapy, details in 112 short essays what horses have taught him about forgiveness, love, courage, and hope. Illus. 206 pages. Storey. $18.95 $13.95

6970893 THE FOALING PRIMER: A Month-by-Month Guide to Raising a Healthy Foal. By Cynthia McFarland. Correct handling, health care, and training during the first year establish a strong foundation for the rest of your horse’s life. This guide leads you through the process of raising a foal, from birth to weaning, including what critical development signs to look for and how to perform key procedures. Illus. 220 pages. Illus., most in color. 150 pages. Storey. 8½x10¼. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2710099 HORSES. Text by N.J. Swinney. Photos by B. Langrish. Presents a lavish exploration of more than 70 of the world’s most charismatic and beautiful horse breeds, from the relativity of the Huguenot, Arab-Arabian and Akhal-Teke and Australian, through working horses like the mighty Shire, to feral breeds such as the Mustang, each illustrated with spectacular full-color photography. 160 pages. 8½x11¼. Illus. $24.95

6960138 HEALING HORSES THE CLASSICAL WAY. By Harry Chaim Faibish. Explains why riding and training rooted in the classical tradition is the only way to prevent problems of inadequate or inappropriate handling developing and how, if they are inherited from previous handlers, it can remedy serious and ingrained traumas. Of great value to those involved in medical training. 213 pages. J.A. Allen. $19.95

6719944 THE ESSENTIAL HOOF BOOK: The Complete Modern Guide to Horse Feet. By K. Katz. The key concepts, easy to follow language, over 400 color photographs, and hands-on activities included in this comprehensive volume will give you the tools you need to accurately assess the hoof and keep your horses sound and happy. 300 pages. Trafalgar Square. 11¾x9¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95


6879179 MR. DARLEY’S ARABIAN: A HISTORY OF RACING IN 25 HORSES. By Chris McGrath. The incredible true story of horse racing told through the bloodline of twenty-five exceptional Arabian steeds. McGrath expertly guides us through three centuries of scandals, adventures, and fortunes won and lost and shows us the many faces of the sport of kings. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 426 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6909121 HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR HORSE: Essential Skills and Professional Tips. By Peter Brookessmith. This practical reference includes a guide to breeds, basic handling care and riding techniques, tips for feeding and grooming, and spring to winter, and guidelines for understanding your horse’s character and health. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperback. Import. Selling at $12.95

5997577 THE ESSENTIAL HORSE. By H. Bracegirdle & P. Connor. 176 pages. Philip Wilson. $10.95/$10.00 Import. Pub. at $70.00 $52.95


6702002 MURDER MEDEL'S PERFECT HORSE. By Frank Westerman. 310 pages. Harvill Secker. Import. Selling at $19.95


6861539 BARREL RACING FOR FUN AND FAST TIMES. By Sharon Camarillo. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


6848770 FOALING PRIMER. By Cynthia McFarland. Correct handling, health care, and training during the first year establish a strong foundation for the rest of your horse’s life. This guide leads you through the process of raising a foal, from birth to weaning, including what critical development signs to look for and how to perform key procedures. Illus. 206 pages. Storey. 8½x10¼. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95
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SOLD OUT

**6687332 BACKYARD CHICKEN GUIDES TO COOPS AND TRACTORS.** Ed. by David Trief. Offers plans for 16 custom coops built by real chicken owners, including three portable designs known as tractors. Step by step color photographs, exploded view assembly plans and detailed parts lists make this the only guide you’ll need. 192 pages. Betterway. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  

$6.95

**5941415 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO RAISING FARM ANIMALS: A Complete Guide to Raising Chickens, Pigs, Cows, and More.** By Laura Childs et al. Learn how to take care of chickens, pigs, goats, cows and other livestock known as domesticated animals. Each chapter is dedicated to a different animal. If you want to save money, become more self-sufficient, and enjoy healthier, locally sourced food, this guide is for you. Fullyillus. in color. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  

$5.95


**6989408 CHICKENS IN YOUR BACKYARD: A Beginner’s Guide.** By G. Damonor & R. Luttman. This revised and updated edition combines all the classic techniques with the most up to date information from incubating and raising, to housing, and more. This go to guide provides anything you need to know to turn your backyard into a happy homestead. Illus. 158 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  

$11.45

**6866301 THE MARVELOUS PIGNESS OF PIGS: Respecting and Caring for All God’s Creation.** By Joel Salatin. Through scripture and Biblical stories Salatin makes a compelling case for Christian stewardship of the earth, and how it relates to ways to raise farm animals. Every living organism has a God-given uniqueness to its life that must be honored and respected, and too often that is not happening today. A piercing criticism of the industrial food complex, 272 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $20.95  

**6758061 HOW TO SPEAK CHICKEN.** By Melissa Caughey. How do you all you need to know about purchase, housing, feeding, health, & sale. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  

**591165X CHICK DAYS: An Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Raising Chickens from Hatchlings to Laying Hens.** By Jenna Woginrich. Chicken eggs give you tasty, nutritious food every day... who could ask more! This guide follows the daily growth of three chickens as they develop, and offers first-hand advice on chicken behavior, breed selection, feeding requirements, housing, hygiene, and more. Fullyillus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.85  

$12.95

**6910149 THE DROUGHT RESILIENT FARM.** By Dale Strickler. Defend and fortify your crops, soil, pasture, and livestock against inadequate rainfall, and even drought. The author shares his experience with challenging rain collection tanks, creating swales, and building retention dams. You’ll get more water into your soil, keep it in your soil, and help your crops and stock and even yourself. Wellillus. in color. 189 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

$17.95

**6922996 PREPPER’S LIVESTOCK HANDBOOK.** By Leigh Tate. This all in one guide teaches sustainable animal husbandry skills that allow you to build and operate your own small-scale ranch anywhere, from a backyard to a bug-out bunker. Packed with tips, techniques and strategies, this handy guide breaks down everything you need to know. Illus. 232 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  

$11.95

**9878541 A DOG IN THE CAVE: The Wolves Who Made Us Human.** By Kay Frynberg. Humans and dogs share a deep bond that is unique in the animal kingdom. Combining history, paleontology, biology, cutting edge medical science, and photography, Frynberg paints a picture of how humans and dogs became who they are today—and how we constructed the species we are today. 246 pages. HMH.  

$13.95

**6932150 STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING RABBITS, FIFTH EDITION.** By Bob Bennett. Whether you have just one pet bunny or a rabbit farm, this is the only reference you’ll need. You’ll learn to choose the right breed; make and maintain a humane hutch; keep your rabbits healthy; mate a buck and doe; wean and house a new litter; and market fiber and meat successfully. Wellillus. in color. 222 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

$17.95

**6557966 TEMPLE GRANDIN’S GUIDE TO WORKING WITH FARM ANIMALS.** Keep your animals safe and Grandin’s groundbreaking insights and methods, now tailored specifically for small farms. Understand the behaviors, fears, and instincts of cattle, goats, pigs, and sheep, and set up the most humane, healthy, and productive systems on your farm with this expert guide. Wellillus. in color. 184 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**6922384 50 DO-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS FOR KEEPING CHICKENS: Coop Boxes, Brooders, Runs, Swings, Dust Baths, and More!** By Janet Lie-Nielsen. A complete guide that goes beyond the basics. Drained of years of experience, the authors address how to keep flocks healthy and happy, including organic health remedies and disease prevention. They also cover introducing new chickens, handling aggressive birds, dealing with mature hens, and more. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  

**6810644 A DOG IN THE CAVE: The Wolves Who Made Us Human.** By Kay Frynberg. Humans and dogs share a deep bond that is unique in the animal kingdom. Combining history, paleontology, biology, cutting edge medical science, and photography, Frynberg paints a picture of how humans and dogs became who they are today—and how we constructed the species we are today. 246 pages. HMH.  

$13.95

**691165X CHICK DAYS: An Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Raising Chickens from Hatchlings to Laying Hens.** By Jenna Woginrich. Chicken eggs give you tasty, nutritious food every day... who could ask more! This guide follows the daily growth of three chickens as they develop, and offers first-hand advice on chicken behavior, breed selection, feeding requirements, housing, hygiene, and more. Fullyillus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.85  

$12.95

**6858035 STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING DAIRY GOATS, FIFTH EDITION.** By Bob Bennett. Whether you have just one pet bunny or a rabbit farm, this is the only reference you’ll need. You’ll learn to choose the right breed; make and maintain a humane hutch; keep your rabbits healthy; mate a buck and doe; wean and house a new litter; and market fiber and meat successfully. Wellillus. in color. 222 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

$17.95


$17.95

**6795376 BACKYARD CHICKEN COOPS, Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98  

$3.95


PRICE TO CUT at $11.95


PRICE TO CUT at $11.95


$4.95
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6579825 PROJECT ANIMAL FARM. By Sonia Farwagi. 390 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

Animals

6920863 ZOOBORNS: The Next Generation. By A. Bleiman & C. Eastland. This new wave of zoo babies will reset the standard for defeating cuteness. Inside you'll find full-color photos and fascinating facts on every baby animal from every corner of the world. These babies are more than adorable faces. They are ambassadors for their species, helping educate about conservation as they entertain. 148 pages. S&S. Pub. at $9.95

5920106 WOLF NATION: The Life, Death, and Return of Wild American Wolves. By Barbara Peterson. In this history of wild wolves in America, Peterson, who has been part of the battle to bring the wolves back for over twenty years, makes the powerful case that without wolves, not only will our whole ecology unravel, but we'll lose much of our national soul. 292 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00

LIMITED QUANTITY
6967381 LAST STAND: George Bird Grinnell, the Battle to Save the Buffalo, and the Birth of the New West. By Michael Punke. In the last three decades of the nineteenth century, an essay gives us a compassionate, lyrical portrait of wolves who have finally found sanctuary. 138 pages. Sasquatch. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $24.95

5955092 TEN MILLION ALIENS: A Journey Through the Entire Animal Kingdom. By Simon Barnes. Humans, blue whales, rats, birds of paradise, ridiculous numbers of beetles, molluscs the size of a bus, and creatures called water bears (you can boil them, freeze them, and fire them off into space without killing them)–we're all in it together. In this astonishing volume, Barnes opens our eyes to the real marvels of the unimaginable wild species we live on. Illus. 480 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

6891100 BUFFALO COUNTRY: America's National Bison Range. Photos by Donald M. Jones. Learn the story of how they live, the bison culture of Native Americans, their near extermination and recovery, and how the National Bison Range was created. Jones’s gorgeous photography highlights the buffalo’s power and strength and how it has been an inspiration to millions of people. 207 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $24.95

6833284 GOATMAN: How I Took a Holiday from Being Human. By Thomas Thwaites. A research grant offers the author the perfect opportunity to take a holiday from being human, by transforming himself into a goat. What ensues is a hilarious and surreal journey through engineering, design and psychology, before setting off to meet a herd of his fellow creatures and cross this line once again. 276 pages. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5873134 CUTE EMERGENCY. By Tony Heald. In this heart-warming book, history makes you feel just a little bit happier, then this is the collection for you. Not even the coldest mudguard could stay frzazled, baby animals will fulfill your recommended daily allowance of cuteness and let furry creatures come to your rescue. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

6989837 PINK IS FOR BLOBFISH: Uncovering the Fascination for Pink Animals. By Jess Keating. Some people think pink is a pretty color. Sure, pink is the color of princesses and bubblegum, but it’s also the color of monster slugs and poisonous insects. Take a walk on the wild side as a zoologist joins forces with a cartoonist to introduce the wierdest, wackiest, and pinkest critters on earth. Fully illus. at color. 8¼x11. Pub. at $6.95

6547251 POCKET GUIDE TO THE REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Catherine Herbert Howell. This easy to use field guide will help backyard explorers, hikers, and nature lovers discover and identify North America’s diverse community of reptiles and amphibians. From box turtles and alligators to salamanders and tree frogs, it covers 148 species across the region. Pub. in color. 174 pages. National Geographic. 4½x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6853420 HERO DOGS: Secret Missions and Selfless Service. Text by Lance M. Bacon. Hundreds of never before seen photographs reveal the lifelong bonds formed in the heat of battle as tales of selfless service in Iraq and Afghanistan are told by the war dog handlers and commanders who were there. 160 pages. Charwell. 8½x11. Pub. at $15.95

5589657 THE MAN-EATERS OF TSAVO: And Other East African Adventures. By John Henry Patterson. When the British government undertook the construction of the Uganda Railway through East Africa in 1898, they were met with two ravenous lions who killed more than 130 people in just nine months. In this gripping true account, man comes face to face against the world’s most notorious lions. Illus. 347 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


Musselman’s intimate and moving photographs and Peterson's evocative essay gives us a compassionate, wondrous portrait of wolves who have finally found sanctuary. 138 pages. Sasquatch. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $24.95

1875019 WELCOME HOME, MAMA & BORIS: How a Sister's Love Saved a Fallen Soldier's Beloved Dogs. By Carey Neesley with M. Levyn. Part memoir, part suspense story, this touching tale draws readers into the turmoil of a soldier’s sister's struggle to accept her brother’s death and finding solace in rescuing the stray dogs that he had befriended on the streets of Baghdad. Color photos. 223 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

6955092 TEN MILLION ALIENS: A Journey Through the Entire Animal Kingdom. By Simon Barnes. Humans, blue whales, rats, birds of paradise, ridiculous numbers of beetles, molluscs the size of a bus, and creatures called water bears (you can boil them, freeze them, and fire them off into space without killing them)—we’re all in it together. In this astonishing volume, Barnes opens our eyes to the real marvels of the unimaginable wild species we live on. Illus. 480 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

6891100 BUFFALO COUNTRY: America’s National Bison Range. Photos by Donald M. Jones. Learn the story of how they live, the bison culture of Native Americans, their near extermination and recovery, and how the National Bison Range was created. Jones’s gorgeous photography highlights the buffalo’s power and strength and how it has been an inspiration to millions of people. 207 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $24.95

6833284 GOATMAN: How I Took a Holiday from Being Human. By Thomas Thwaites. A research grant offers the author the perfect opportunity to take a holiday from being human, by transforming himself into a goat. What ensues is a hilarious and surreal journey through engineering, design and psychology, before setting off to meet a herd of his fellow creatures and cross this line once again. 276 pages. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6920775 ZOOBORNS: The Next Generation. By A. Bleiman & C. Eastland. This new wave of zoo babies will reset the standard for defeating cuteness. Inside you’ll find full-color photos and fascinating facts on every baby animal from every corner of the world. These babies are more than adorable faces. They are ambassadors for their species, helping educate about conservation as they entertain. 148 pages. S&S. Pub. at $9.95

5920106 WOLF NATION: The Life, Death, and Return of Wild American Wolves. By Barbara Peterson. In this history of wild wolves in America, Peterson, who has been part of the battle to bring the wolves back for over twenty years, makes the powerful case that without wolves, not only will our whole ecology unravel, but we'll lose much of our national soul. 292 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00

LIMITED QUANTITY
6967381 LAST STAND: George Bird Grinnell, the Battle to Save the Buffalo, and the Birth of the New West. By Michael Punke. In the last three decades of the nineteenth century, an essay gives us a compassionate, lyrical portrait of wolves who have finally found sanctuary. 138 pages. Sasquatch. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $24.95

5955092 TEN MILLION ALIENS: A Journey Through the Entire Animal Kingdom. By Simon Barnes. Humans, blue whales, rats, birds of paradise, ridiculous numbers of beetles, molluscs the size of a bus, and creatures called water bears (you can boil them, freeze them, and fire them off into space without killing them)–we’re all in it together. In this astonishing volume, Barnes opens our eyes to the real marvels of the unimaginable wild species we live on. Illus. 480 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

★6981100 BUFFALO COUNTRY: America’s National Bison Range. Photos by Donald M. Jones. Learn the story of how they live, the bison culture of Native Americans, their near extermination and recovery, and how the National Bison Range was created. Jones’s gorgeous photography highlights the buffalo’s power and strength and how it has been an inspiration to millions of people. 207 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $24.95
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nature enthusiasts alike. Headings and small blocks of information make pleasant, easy browsing. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**687433 CAPTIVATING BLUEBIRDS: Exceptional Images and Observations.** By Stan Tekiela. Remarkable photographs, compelling information from detailed research, and the birds’ observations in nature contribute to this must-read for bluebird enthusiasts and nature lovers alike. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**687878 MAJESTIC EAGLES: Compelling Facts and Images of the Bald Eagle.** By Stan Tekiela. Featuring beautiful photographs, gripping information, and Tekiela’s personal observations, this stunning volume portrays the life of the Bald Eagle as you’ve never seen them before. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**580229 BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: American Museum of Natural History.** Ed. by Francois Vuilleumier et al. This definitive collection of photography to bring over 650 North American bird species vividly to life. Bird profiles are detailed yet engaging, and the volume conveys gripping information, and Tekiela’s personal observations, this stunning volume portrays the life of the Bald Eagle as you’ve never seen them before. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**685113 A SHADOW ABOVE: The Fall and Rise of the Raven.** By Joe Shute. While so much of our wildlife is vanishing, raptors are returning to their former habitats after centuries of exile, moving back from their outposts at the very edge of the country, to the city streets where they once scavenge. Here Shute ponders what the raven’s success means for our future, and what the raven can teach us to symbolize for humans in the dark times we now inhabit. 272 pages. Bloomsbury. Import. Pub. at $24.00. **17.95**

**687761 OWLS IN THE WILD: A Visual Essay.** By Rob Palmer. From owls in flight to youngsters hammering it up in the nest, you’ll enjoy a virtual tour of the lives of these mesmerizing birds. Explanatory text helps you identify the species and appreciate the behaviors. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **17.95**

**671092 BIRDS: The Art of Ornithology.** By Jonathan Elphick. This beautiful box set will amaze anyone interested in birds, natural history and art. With fascinating details of the lives of both the artists and the birds they painted, the volume vividly reveals the remarkable story of the development of bird art through the years. Accompanied by stunning frameable prints. 224 pages. Skira/Rizzoli. 10x14. Import. Pub. at $45.00. **32.95**

**672604 EXTINCT BIRDS, SECOND EDITION.** By Julian P. Hume. This outstanding reference work covers familiar icons of extinctions as well as species from the sub fossil record. It offers a comprehensive review of the hundreds of birds that have become extinct over the last 1,000 years of habitat degradation, over hunting and rat introduction. Illus. 608 pages. Bloomsbury. Prib. at $90.00. **69.95**

---

**568435 THE BIRDS OF AMERICA: The Bien Chromolithographic Edition.** By John James Audubon. John James Audubon is America’s most recognized and collected artist. After his death, painter Julien Bibelius produced another elephant folio edition, this time by the new chromolithographic process. Bound in cloth, this beautifully produced collection is the first complete reproduction of Bien chromolithographs and will become the centerpiece of any bird lover’s library. 266 pages. Slipcased. Fully illus., most in color. Norton. 13x20%. Pib. at $350.00. **$249.95**

**671914 OREGON BIRDS: DVD Excellence.** Explore the 14 different groups of birds that nest and live in Oregon, even if only for a few days each year. From the coastal prairies of the north to the frozen arctic tundra to lush tropical rainforests and scorching arid deserts. Contains a full listing of the world’s owl species, 182 pages. New Holland. 1x10%. Import. Pib. at $11.95. **566332 WILD GEESE.** By M.A. Ogilvie. Covering geese across the globe, this classic guide highlights the distribution, status and migration of these majestic birds, fully complemented by migration and distribution maps. Includes chapters on classification, ecology, breeding, identification, exploitation and conservation. Illus., some color. 350 pages. Boston. Pib. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

---

**587078 2ND ATLAS OF THE BREEDING BIRDS OF MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 2ND EDITION.** An invaluable reference for ornithologists, conservationists, and land use planners, that provides detailed coverage of the habitats, biology, and relative abundance of migratory nesting birds. Up-to-date maps reflect changes in their breeding ranges and distributions over the past two decades. 494 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8x11x1/2. Pib. at $80.00.

**6584403 OWLS: A Guide to Every Species in the World.** By Marianne Taylor. The comprehensive guide to all 225 recognized species in the world. Each species is described in detail, with profiles covering the owl’s size, appearance, song, nesting habits, habitat and unusual behaviors. Over 200 full-color photos bring out the spectacular beauty of these birds of prey. 256 pages. HarperDesign. 9x12. Pib. at $50.00. **PRICE CUT to $31.95**

**6556016 BIRDNOTE: Chirps, Quirks, and Stories of 100 Birds from the Popular Public Radio Show.** Featuring one hundred entertaining and informative essays from the popular public radio program, BirdNote, accompanied by original full-color illustrations throughout. An illuminating volume for bird and nature lovers across North America. 206 pages. Sasquatch. Pib. at $22.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**679336 WINTER BIRDS.** By Lars Jonsson. An artist celebrates and explores the beauty of birds that surround him during the Swedish winter months. He illustrates each bird in his classic lifelike style, and his accompanying text provides a deep look into these oft-ignored species, offering insights on how to identify them. The result: a unique and dazzling combination of art book and bird-watcher’s guide. 343 pages. Bloomsbury. 7x9%. Pib. at $45.00. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**6722446 BIRDMANIA: A Remarkable Passion for Birds.** By Berd Brunner. Showcases an eclectic and fascinating selection of bird watchers and bird-enthusiasts devoted who would do anything for their feathered friends. Brunner relates intriguing stories about well-known enthusiasts such as Aristotle and John James Audubon, as well as introducing us to lesser known birders like George Archibald. Well illus. in color. 292 pages. Greystone. Pib. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**
6837158 HOW TO BE GOOD AT SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING. By Robert Dinwiddie et al. Step by step explanations and colorful graphics make understanding science, technology, and engineering as easy as ABC. Just follow the numbered steps to learn about everything from atoms and DNA to jet engines and vaccines. Ages 9–12. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

6864503 MY DWARF RABBIT. By Monika Wegler. Filled with instructive, easy to understand information and attractive features to offer guidance to new pet owners. Includes your rabbit’s health; understanding your dwarf rabbit, and information for parents. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

6911951 WORLD WITHOUT FISH. By Mark Kurlansky. Offers a riveting narrative nonfiction account for kids about what’s happening to marine life, the oceans, and our environment, and what kids can do about it. Ages 9 & up. Illus. in color. 184 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6839452 ON THE NATURE TRAIL: Backpack Explorer. Text by Kathleen Yafe. From worms, birds, and spiders to trees, flowers, and clouds, young explorers will learn what to look for and listen to wherever they are—whether in a nature preserve, an urban park, or a suburban backyard. Filled with activities, checklists, and stickers. Ages 4–8. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95


6859963 JIM ARNOSKY’S WILD WORLD. Whose paw print are those? What’s hiding in the roads? What’s flying overhead? You’ll know once you’ve opened the giant fold-out pages to see illustrations of life size animal tracks, incredible reptiles, and magnificent birds. Acclaimed artist and naturalist Jim Arnosky will bring the wilderness right down to earth for you. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Sterling. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $17.95. $7.95

6837158 WE ARE THE DINOSAURS. By Laurie Berkner. The author’s hit song We Are the Dinosaurs is now in picture story form. Featuring an adorable cast of characters and vibrant, playful art, transports young children back in time when Dinosaurs roamed the earth. Ages 4-8. S&S. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

6745104 A CHILD’S INTRODUCTION TO THE NIGHT SKY. By Michael Driscoll, illus. by M. Hamilton. Great introduction to what astronomers have learned (and are still discovering), what astronomers and scientists explore, and what you yourself can do by gazing up into the sky at night. Great for kids who love to look at the stars and the moon, includes glow-in-the-dark stickers. Ages 5–8. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95


6847882 THE ELEMENTS: Discover the Chemical Elements That Make Up the Periodic Table and Learn About Their Properties and Uses. By Adrian Dingle. The perfect guide to all 118 elements that make up everything on planet Earth. Learn about their uses, discoveries, properties, and uses of elements such as carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen and how they are essential to our survival. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Sterling. 9x11¼. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

6911854 RAPTOR! A Kid’s Guide to Birds of Prey. By Christyna M. Laubach et al. Here is your guide to the fascinating world of raptors. Inside you’ll learn about their daily lives and interesting behaviors. Ages 6-10. 16 pages; 13 photographs. Learn about their differences, uses, and properties and explore elements such as carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen and how they are essential to our survival. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Sterling. 9x11¼. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


687757X PROJECTILE SCIENCE: The Physics Behind Kicking a Field Goal and Launching a Rocket with Science Activities for Kids. By Matthew Brendan Woods. With hands-on science and engineering projects, this education resource shows why projectiles follow the paths they do. Readers will investigate the forces that act on the projectiles and learn to calculate those forces to make educated predictions about where their homemade rockets will land. Ages 10-15. Well illus. in color. 122 pages. Norma Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95

6845103 DRAGONFLIES: Catching, Identifying, How and Where They Live. By Chris Easy & am. This photo-life guide will teach young explorers the tips and tricks for how to properly catch, hold, and let a dragonfly go. It also offers tons of information about what these little creatures are, what they do, and what eats them, plus a detailed identification guide. Ages 8-11. 32 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95

6833390 ENDANGEROUS ANIMALS. Text by Thomas Downs. Threatened and endangered species are featured with fun facts and dozens of fun facts. Learning about these amazing creatures can help us to take better care of them and enjoy them for a long time to come. Ages 5-8. Fog City Press. 8x10¼. "5.95

46x93 WE ARE THE DINOSAURS.
54x352 HOW TO BE GOOD AT SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING. By Robert Dinwiddie et al. Step by step explanations and colorful graphics make understanding science, technology, and engineering as easy as ABC. Just follow the numbered steps to learn about everything from atoms and DNA to jet engines and vaccines. Ages 9–12. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

6832484 ANIMAL RECORDS. By K. Fungam & S. Wassner. A dynamic, easy-to-read visual feast of colorful photographs, surrounded by a high-energy design and fascinating information, that will captivate children with all the extremes of the animal world. Ages 6-12. 208 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

6884503 MY DWARF RABBIT. By Monika Wegler. Filled with instructive, easy to understand information and attractive features to offer guidance to new pet owners. Includes your rabbit’s health; understanding your dwarf rabbit, and information for parents. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Bar on ’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

6845103 DRAGONFLIES: Catching, Identifying, How and Where They Live. By Chris Easy & am. This photo-life guide will teach young explorers the tips and tricks for how to properly catch, hold, and let a dragonfly go. It also offers tons of information about what these little creatures are, what they do, and what eats them, plus a detailed identification guide. Ages 8-11. 32 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95

6833390 ENDANGEROUS ANIMALS. Text by Thomas Downs. Threatened and endangered species are featured with fun facts and dozens of fun facts. Learning about these amazing creatures can help us to take better care of them and enjoy them for a long time to come. Ages 5-8. Fog City Press. 8x10¼."5.95
**694163X** RISING SEAS: Flooding, Climate Change and Our New World. By Kellie Thomas. This colorful guide provides a portrait of what the Earth might look like under the rising and falling water levels of climate change. Young readers will understand the urgency for action. Ages 9-13. Fully illus. in color. Hardcover. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 * $7.95

**6935052** THIS BOOK IS A PLANETARIUM. By Kelli Anderson. An interactive field guide to the invisible–play with aspects of our world that are usually abstractions, like light, sound, time, and space. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**6937495** HOW TO COOL OFF LIKE AN ELEPHANT. By K. McLean. Learn how to cool off like an elephant, balance like a penguin, sneek like a leopard, and build like a beaver. Get to know 15 different animals and discover creative games and activities that show you how to copy their most amazing movements, sounds, and behaviors. Ages 6-9. 80 pages. Storey. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 * $14.95


**6853404** GEMSTONES: A Complete Color Reference for Precious and Semiprecious Stones of the World. By Edward Hoagland. This celebrates the beauty and history of gemstones. Illustrated with captivating photographs and profiles of more than 250 gemstones. Essential Wendell Berry. * $17.95


**6733069** EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BIRDS, ED. BY BARRY HAMILTON. BY RAY. 8x10. Color. 100 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 * $11.95

**6779717X** DINOSAURS: Mix & Match, By Agnese Baruzzi. Fully illus. in color. White Star. Pub. at $14.95 * $11.95

**6731996** INSECTS A TO Z. By Stephen A. Marshall. 32 pages. Firefly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 * $5.95

**665424X** CHILDREN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE, Ed. by Jane Nourse. 112 pages. 8½x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95 * $12.95

**6731619** BUNNY ISLAND. By Pippa Kennard, photos by Y. Fukuda. Firefly. Pub. at $14.95

**6782647** POND. By Jim LaMarche. Fully illus. in color. S&S. 11¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 * $11.95

**6936075** ALASKAN TRAVELS: Far-Flung Tales of Love and Adventure. By Edward Hoagland. Thirty years ago, the celebrated author Edward Hoagland, in his early fifties and already with a dozen acclaimed books under his belt, decided to have a midlife adventure. Pencil and notebook at the ready, Hoagland hit out to explore, and in about eight months he covered 26,000 miles in 16 different territories remaining on earth: Alaska. He offers his chronicle here. 196 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.95 * $15.95

**8884461** THE WORLD-ENDING FIRE: The Essential Wendell Berry. The unique product of a life spent farming the fields of rural Kentucky with mules and horses, and photos rich, intimate knowledge of the land cultivated by this work, these essays written in defense of local landscapes celebrate our cultural heritage, our history, and our capacity to act. As Berry urges through these works, we must abandon stand in awe. 351 pages. Counterpoint. * $18.95

**5952585** UNSEEN CITY: The Majesty of Pigeons, the Discreet Charm of Snails & Other Wonders of the Urban Wilderness. By Nathanael Johnson. Takes the reader on a journey that is part nature lesson and part love letter to the world’s urban jungles. With the right perspective, a walk to the subway can be every bit as entrancing as a walk through a national park. 224 pages. Rodale. * $6.95

**690291X** A LAST WILD PLACE. By Mike Tomkies. A celebration of nature at its most rugged and spectacular in all Britain. Tomkies explores through his quest our urgent need to become re-tuned to natural rhythms if mankind is to regain a measure of health and sanity in a world bent on self destruction. Originally published in 1984. 24 pages of color plates. 177 pages. Whittles. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $7.95 * $5.95


---

**More Works on Nature**


**6936075** ALASKAN TRAVELS: Far-Flung Tales of Love and Adventure. By Edward Hoagland. Thirty years ago, the celebrated author Edward Hoagland, in his early fifties and already with a dozen acclaimed books under his belt, decided to have a midlife adventure. Pencil and notebook at the ready, Hoagland hit out to explore, and in about eight months he covered 26,000 miles in 16 different territories remaining on earth: Alaska. He offers his chronicle here. 196 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.95 * $15.95


---

**Limited Quantity DVD 6852459** PREDATORS: Life in the Wild. Head to the vast wildlife-rich continent of Africa with 12 captivating films. Lions, hyenas, crocodiles, jackals, cheetahs, honey badgers, and the black leopard are just some of the fascinating predators featured in this collection. Also includes Season 1 & 2 of Marty Stouffer’s Wild America, the premier North American wildlife series. Over 10 hours on twelve DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99


**6972160** SPY SECRETS THAT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE. By Jason Hanson. A former CIA officer (and Shark Tank star) reveals the safety and survival techniques you need to keep yourself and your family protected, both at home and abroad. Learn how to become a human lie detector; disappear without a trace; quickly pick almost any lock, and much more. 354 pages. TarcherFilm. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 * $11.95

---
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6560661 THE COMPLETE U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL GUIDE TO FORAGING SKILLS, TACTICS, AND TECHNIQUES. With Jay McCullough. All the important foraging tactics that you’ll need to know in order to survive in just about any situation are included in this guide, from selecting edible berries and trapping small game, to identifying and avoiding poisonous and deadly plants. Well illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6752408 WHEN ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE: Stuff You Need to Survive When Disaster Strikes. By Cody Lundin. Introduces home-tested techniques, tips, and tricks that will help anyone become more self-reliant in any situation. Lundin outlines a simple survival system using everyday household items to survive catastrophes. Photos, some in color. 450 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6773753 100 COOL MUSHROOMS. By M. Kozi & A. Meloche. Covers a broad spectrum of notables from North America. Includes common fungi that are widely distributed and frequently found, to rare mushrooms that are not found in most field guides. Each is described with its ecology and physical features. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. UMP. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

671921X WILD FLORIDA: DED FLORIDA. Excellence. Florida has one of the most unique and diverse ecosystems on the planet. Join adventurer, model and TV host Hunter Reno, and explore the most treasured grounds, from seaplane, airboat and even wetsuit! See manatees, alligators, American crocodiles, panthers, and more. 105 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

577022X THE COMPLETE U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL GUIDE TO SHELTER SKILLS, TACTICS, AND TECHNIQUES. Ed. by Jay McCullough. Important safety techniques you need to know in order to survive in just about any condition. From designing a makeshift earthquake shelter to constructing a water well, this book has you covered. Build shelters and emergency environments, survive nuclear blasts, plan positions for combat, and more. Well illus. 325 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

6735029 THE COMPLETE U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL GUIDE TO MEDICAL SKILLS, TACTICS, AND TECHNIQUES. Ed. by Jay McCullough. Every essential medical skill that you’ll need to survive anything, anywhere including: first-aid techniques for wounds, medical procedures necessary for properly treating animal bites and stings; proper procedures to follow when dealing with toxic environments, and thousands of vital facts and figures in the medical field. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6828345 THE ELITE FORCES WILDERNESS SURVIVAL GUIDE. By Chris McNab. Introduces the core skills needed to survive in a wilderness environment. With tips and techniques based on special forces practices and broken down into seven chapters: equipment and clothing, water and plant food, hunting and cooking, shelter and camp skills, dangers, first aid, and navigation. Well illus. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

6944477 HOW TO SURVIVE ANYTHING, ANYWHERE: A Handbook of Survival Skills for Every Scenari오 and Environment, By Chris McNab. This is the complete handbook of the urban and wilderness survival skills practiced by elite military units. Reveals the fundamentals of survival for every environment, from the Arctic to the desert. Well illus. 320 pages. McMillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00 $6.95

4594428 AMAZING WEATHER FACTS AND TRIVIA. By Jack Challoner. Contains a treasury of fascinating facts on the science, art, history, folklore and mythology of weather. Filled with lists, tables, and anecdotes of weather records, extreme events, and surprising facts about this fascinating environmental phenomenon. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $3.95 $5.95


6728951 HORSES, HITCHES AND ROCKY TRAILS. By Joe Back. Originally published in 1959, this classic guide is the original reference on packing, camping, and getting along in the wilderness. Amplified by brilliant line drawings, it features lessons on packing horses, equipment, balancing the load, making camp, and more. 117 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6826148 THE TIDE: The Science and Stories Behind the Greatest Force on Earth. By Hugh Aldersey-Williams. Weaves together centuries of scientific thinking and all the history and lore surrounding the tides. Explains how the tides are generated, the power they possess, and how they affect everything from animal behaviour and tides, tides, to deserts. Well illus. 368 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

6797431 AND SOON I HEARD A ROARING WIND. By Bill Strever. From the author of Cold comes an invigorating exploration of wind. From history’s greatest storms to the latest scientific thinking, this book explores the power on earth and business, from wind’s gift of energy to its curse of destruction, this is a singular and thrilling rumination on one of nature’s most formidable forces. Well illus. 308 pages. Little. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95
images from the world’s finest nature photographers combine with compelling text to capture a beautiful place and the threats it faces. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 13x14½ in. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

**6822553 THE SCOUT’S GUIDE TO WILD EDIBLES.** By Mike Kretbel. An easy-to-use pocket guide with 40 widely-found edible wild plants and mushrooms of North America. It offers clear color photos and positive-ID tips for each plant, along with lip-smacking recipes, and engaging projects and activities for all skill levels. 192 pages. St. Lynn’s Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**6774059 MUSHROOMS AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Roger Phillips. Over 1,000 full-color photographs make this an essential resource, with detailed descriptions for each variety describing color and texture of flesh; odor and taste; habitat and season; distribution and appearance of spores; and edibility and poison warnings. 384 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

**6792936 THE ORIGIN OF (ALMOST) EVERYTHING.** By New Scientist. A compilation of modern origin stories as revealed by science. It brings together the most important, interesting, and unexpected in 53 short chapters, enhanced by vivid and humorous infographics. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Yale University Press. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

**6899013 OHIO WILDLIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Scott Shupe. The author has collected information on all the wildlife that reside in the Buckeye State. Included are more than eight hundred color photographs depicting different species of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and fish. This comprehensive guide will teach you about the wonderful wildlife of Ohio. 217 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11¼ in. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6822553 THE DISASTER SURVIVAL GIDE. How to Prepare to Survive Floods, Fires, Earthquakes, and More.** By Marie D. Jones. Shows how to prepare for and respond to any crisis, man-made or natural, whenever it may occur and however small or large it might be. Used what has been learned from previous disasters, this indispensable guide illustrates how others survived past crises and managed to rebuild their lives and provides a catalog of the skills, tools, and items needed. Well illus. 416 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6742157 HUMMINGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: Peterson Field Guides.** By Sheri L. Williamson. Covering 31 North American species, with over 220 color photographs and 34 maps, this comprehensive guide has all the detail needed for making difficult identifications, information on their natural history, ways to attract and feed them, making difficult identifications, information on their natural history, ways to attract and feed them, and major North American hot spots for watching these birds. 263 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

**6976190 INTO NATURE: A Creative Field Guide and Journal.** By A. Frey & A. Totton. Let this be your guide, journal, and inspiration as you seek to explore nature in a meaningful way. The collection of exercises in this guide will help you seek nature in small ways, but you will also find a framework and the invitation to take longer excursions to really immerse yourself in nature. 201 pages. 9x12 in. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6917046 TIDES: The Science and Spirit of the Ocean.** By Jonathan White. Takes readers on a journey to discover the science and wonder of the world’s largest, fastest, most dangerous and beautiful tides. Combining a lyrical poetic travel adventure and cultural history with scientific inquiry, White provides a deep understanding of the forces that keep the earth’s waters in constant motion. Illus., some in color. 36 pages. July 2010. Two Blu-rays. Garam. Blu-ray $12.95

**6853003 MINERAL TREASURES OF THE OZARKS.** By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Discusses the “Mississippi Valley Type” of minerals, their deposition, how they fit into the broader scope of North American mineralogy, and the locations of MVT minerals around the world. Stinchcomb focuses on the minerals that $29.95 along the Ozarks’ extensive drainages and waterways. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8x½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**6742211 MUSHROOMS: Peterson Field Guides.** By Kent H. & Vera B. McKnight. More than 1,000 species are described, including morels, cup fungi, boletes, puffballs, hydnomyc and wild mushrooms. Offers a complete guide to identifying which mushrooms are poisonous. Well illus. in color. 429 pages. mHr. Paperback. Pub. at $21.00 $15.95

**6939619 ULTIMATE WILDERNESS GEAR: Everything You Need to Know to Choose & Use the Best Outdoor Equipment.** By Craig Caulfield. Takes you to the cutting edge of outdoor gear with information on which items will perform the best in the field without breaking the bank. Learn what you need, why you need it and how to care for it. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**6890933 TIDES AND THE OCEAN: Water’s Movement Around the World, from Waves to Whirlpools.** By William Thomson. The author’s lyrical look at the sea’s currents, girded with little known facts, gorgeous graphics and delightful tales of surfing the waves and charting the tides. Gives the reader unusual tidal maps, as well as other graphics and advice. A visual exploration of the ebbs and flows of the world’s seas and shores. 208 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9x½x11¼ in. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**6791808 MUSHROOMS OF THE SOUTHEAST.** By T.F. Elliott & S.L. Stephenson. Fully illustrates 330 species and discusses more than 1,000 of the region’s most conspicuous, distinctive, interesting, and ecologically significant mushrooms. 408 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**6822127 DIAMONDS: An Early History of the King of Gems.** By Jack Ogden. An in-depth study tracing the story of diamonds from their early mining and trade more than two thousand years ago to the 1700s, when Brazil displaced India as the world’s primary diamond supplier. This richly illustrated history illuminates the myriad facets of the “king of gems.” 388 pages. Yale University Press. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95

**6975194 WHERE THE ANIMALS GO: Tracking Wildlife with Technology in 50 Maps and Graphics.** By J. Cheshire & O. Uberti. Offers a comprehensive, data-driven portrait of how creatures like ants, otters, owls, turtles, and sharks navigate the world. Based on pioneering research by scientists at the forefront of the animal-tracking revolution, the authors’ stunning four-color graphics and maps tell fascinating stories of animal behavior. 174 pages. Norton. 10x11¼ in. Pub. at $39.95 $16.95

**6910533 STILL WATERS: The Secret World of Lakes.** By Curt Stager. Introduces us to the secret worlds hidden beneath the surfaces of our most remarkable lakes, and in us on a journey into pristine waters of the Adirondack Mountains to the wilds of Siberia, from Thoreau’s cherished pond to the pristine waters of the Adirondack Mountains to the wilds of Siberia, from Thoreau’s cherished pond to the Sea of Galilee. Stager reminds us how essential, complex and vulnerable our lakes are and how much more than ever, it is essential to protect them. Illus. 241 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


Blu-ray 674706X NORTH AMERICA. Widescreen. The Discovery Channel welcomes us to step beyond our backyards to discover the unforgiving wild side of North America. From barren natural wilderness to life and set amongst impossible mountains, endless deserts, unexplored forests and rugged coasts. Seven episodes. Hosted by Tom Selleck. English SDH. Over 5 hours on four disc. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6912230 TIDES AND THE OCEAN: Water’s Movement Around the World, from Waves to Whirlpools.** By William Thomson. The author’s lyrical look at the sea’s currents, girded with little known facts, gorgeous graphics and delightful tales of surfing the waves and charting the tides. Gives the reader unusual tidal maps, as well as other graphics and advice. A visual exploration of the ebbs and flows of the world’s seas and shores. 208 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9x½x11¼ in. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**6975194 WHERE THE ANIMALS GO: Tracking Wildlife with Technology in 50 Maps and Graphics.** By J. Cheshire & O. Uberti. Offers a comprehensive, data-driven portrait of how creatures like ants, otters, owls, turtles, and sharks navigate the world. Based on pioneering research by scientists at the forefront of the animal-tracking revolution, the authors’ stunning four-color graphics and maps tell fascinating stories of animal behavior. 174 pages. Norton. 10x11¼ in. Pub. at $39.95 $16.95

**6910533 STILL WATERS: The Secret World of Lakes.** By Curt Stager. Introduces us to the secret worlds hidden beneath the surfaces of our most remarkable lakes, and in us on a journey into pristine waters of the Adirondack Mountains to the wilds of Siberia, from Thoreau’s cherished pond to the Sea of Galilee. Stager reminds us how essential, complex and vulnerable our lakes are and how much more than ever, it is essential to protect them. Illus. 241 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


Blu-ray 674706X NORTH AMERICA. Widescreen. The Discovery Channel welcomes us to step beyond our backyards to discover the unforgiving wild side of North America. From barren natural wilderness to life and set amongst impossible mountains, endless deserts, unexplored forests and rugged coasts. Seven episodes. Hosted by Tom Selleck. English SDH. Over 5 hours on four disc. PRICE CUT to $2.95
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3653390 TIGERS FOREVER: Saving the World's Most Endangered Big Cat. By Steve Winter with S. Goyanup. Brings both a decade's worth of stunning colorful images and stories of tigers in their world. Above all else, this volume reveals the tiger itself, elusive, majestic, serene, powerful, mysterious, and in desperate need of our help to survive. 224 pages. National Geographic. 12x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

★6673287 TEXAS HILL COUNTRY: A Scenic Journey. By Eric W. Pohl. Experience the grandeur of the Texas Hill Country through stunning photography and narrative highlighting the natural beauty, scenic wonders, charming historic towns, and cultural heritage of Texas's most celebrated region. 152 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x8¼. $21.95

6573176 SITES OF IMPACT: Meteorite Craters Around the World. By Stan Gaz. This series of aerial expeditions of craters left by the collision of an asteroid with Earth, trace the circle of creation and destruction that surrounds the world in these captivating black & white photos. 126 pages. Innerst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★6839428 WOLF SANCTUARY: The Wolves of Speedwell Forge. By Chuck Rineer. Through captivating and stunning images, experience wolves at work and play, and encounter their howls and grunts up close. See the hidden details of wolf life, and go behind the scenes of the special refuge of Speedwell Forge Wolf Sanctuary, Pennsylvania. 128 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x8¼. $21.95

★6917054 TREES IN BLACK & WHITE: A Visual Tour. By Tony Howell. From tranquil groves, to rocky crags, to windswept beaches, explore the tranquility and majesty of trees from around the world in these captivating black & white photos. 126 pages. Innerst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★6793347 CHASING LIGHT: An Exploration of the American Landscape. By Frank Ruggles. Selected in 2007 to serve as an Eminent Photographer for the National Park Service, Frank took an epic photojournalistic journey through all 50 states to capture a truly unique and poetic look at America's natural landscape. The breathtaking images collected here were selected from a decade of Frank's work (2006-2016), most of which were never published before. 256 pages. Four Winds Press. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

6934595 EARTH FROM SPACE. By Yann Arthus-Bertrand. An aerial photographer and devoted environmental activist explores the impact of some of the most serious issues facing our planet today, primarily from the vantage point of space, delving into deforestation, urban sprawl, intensive farming, pollution, natural disasters, and much more. Arthus-Bertrand raises awareness for the first time. The photographer was granted unprecedented access to the most remote public and private collections in Japan and the United States, including the Omiya Bonsai Village of Saltama, Japan, where photography is normally prohibited. Three hundred stunning full-page images and four lavish color plates present bonsai of all types, from quiet repose to bold sculptural forms. Slipcased. 400 pages. Abbrev. 12¼x15¼. Pub. at $150.00 PRICE CUT to $79.95

6745082 ELENA DORFMAN: Empire Falling. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Damiani. 11x9¼. Import. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95


★6839339 THE EVER-CHANGING COASTLINE: Tidal Forces at Work. By Joseph R. Volano. 160 pages. Schiffer. 10¼x8¼. $29.95

★6729193 THE SPIRIT OF THE MOUNTAINS. By International Mountain Summit. 296 pages. Firefly. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 PRICE CUT to $24.95

storm chasing adventure through all 50 states. 190 pages. Hayz. Cantz. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $125.00

★662202 OTHER ANIMALS. By Elliot Ross. Fully illus. Schilt. 9½x12¼. Import. Pub. at $45.00 PRICE CUT to $19.95

6600271 THE NATURE OF THE MEADOWLANDS. By Jim Wright. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $34.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★4619293 ACADEIA NATIONAL PARK: A Continent in Celebration. By Tom Blagden Jr. et al. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 12x12¼. Pub. at $90.00 $69.95


★6882287 INSTA GRAMMER NORDIC. Lantern. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95
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